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ABSTRACT

Chen, Si. Ph.D. The University of Memphis. May 2014. DNA Sequence
Analysis for Applications to Phylogenetic Tree Construction and Simulated
Metagenomic Binning. Major Professor: Dr. Lih-Yuan Deng.

We propose a new method, called Trinucleotide Usage Proﬁle (TUP), to build a
genome-wide phylogenetic tree for a large group of species. The main idea is to
summarize the DNA sequence in a matrix of three rows corresponding to three
reading frames and each row is the distribution on the (non-overlapping) words of
length 3 for the corresponding reading frame. Based on the proposed TUP method,
the empirical study showed that phylogenetic trees with strong biological support
can be built.
For a given DNA sequence for a gene, we consider the problem of gene
classiﬁcation into several possible categories. We study the eﬃcacy and eﬃciency of
several DNA feature extraction functions. In particular, we evaluate two newly
proposed feature extraction functions, Translational Stop Signal Ratio (TSSR) and
Double-strand Translational Stop Signal Ratio (DTSSR), and a well-established
feature extraction function, 3-mer, for a simulated metagenomic data. Our study
shows that, TSSR and DTSSR can achieve comparably high classiﬁcation accuracies
as 3-mer in much shorter time.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1 Dissertation Outline
In this dissertation, we propose a new method, called Trinucleotide Usage Proﬁle
(TUP) for extracting the phylogenetic information of DNA sequences. Phylogenetic
trees based on TUP are more accurate than those based on feature frequency proﬁle
(FFP). Using phylogenetic features extracted by TUP together with the
classiﬁcation method of Probabilistic Neural Networks (PNN), we develop a novel
procedure for metagenomic binning which has competitive performance in terms of
accuracy and speed.
DNA sequences contain phylogenetic informaton and statistical extraction of
this information is of great importance. Wong et al. (2008) reported biased usage of
premature stop codons in bacterial genomes. We extend this idea by looking into
the usage of all 64 trinucleotides in bacteria and ﬁnd species-speciﬁc usage proﬁle
for trinucleotides (TUP). We think TUP pattern carries phylogenetic information of
1

a genome. Based on TUP, we construct phylogenetic trees and compare them with
the trees constructed from 3-mer FFP. Our study shows that TUP contains more
complete and more accurate phylogenetic information than FFP.
The phylogenetic information can also be applied in metagenomic data binning.
How accurate and how complete the phylogenetic information is extracted, which is
dependent on the speciﬁc feature extraction method that is used, has an important
inﬂuence on binning reuslt. We use a portion of TUP consisting of all the 3 stop
codons and their counterparts in the second and third reading frames, the
translational stop signal ratio (TSSR), as the phylogenetic information carrier,
together with a novel clustering method of Probabilistic Neural Networks (PNN) in
binning of a simulated metagenomic dataset, and we achieved high binning accuracy.
In our study, we also compared the binning performance of TSSR, Double-strand
TSSR (DTSSR) and a most widely used feature extraction method, the 3-mer,
under the condition of the same clustering methed of PNN. We compared the three
feature extraction methods in terms of their binning eﬃcacy and binning eﬃciency.

1.2 Literature Review
1.2.1

DNA Sequence Analysis and Phylogenetic Tree Construction

A DNA sequence is a letter sequence consisting of “A”, “C”, “G”, and “T”,
representing four kinds of nucleotide. DNA contains important information of
species, such as gene’s function, chromosomal 3D structure, and especially, the

2

phylogenetic information. DNAs or fragments of DNA can be studied by comparing
their sequences. Methods comparing DNA sequences fall into two categories:
similarity-based methods and composition-based methods. A similarity-based
method, also termed as alignment-based method, aligns two DNA sequences side by
side and compares them on each nucleotide position. A similarity score is calculated
to represent the closeness of two DNA sequences. For more details, see Needleman
and Wunsch (1970) and Smith and Waterman (1981). A composition-based method
will ﬁrst extract a DNA sequence’ information into a numeric metric (usually a
vector) and then calculate the distance between two vectors as a representation of
dissimilarity between two sequences.
A phylogenetic tree can be constructed using the distances of genomic DNA
sequences, which represent the evolutionary distances among species. We can use
both similarity-based and composition-based methods to compute distances between
genomic DNA sequences. However, similarity-based methods have a severe limit in
that, when the two DNA sequences aligned are very long, like the whole genomes
which usually has tens of thousands nucleotides, alignment will consume lots of
computational resources and cost extremely large amount of time. A modiﬁed
version is to align one or several highly conserved marker genes like 16S rRNA, recA
or rpoB instead of the whole genome (Enright, Day, Davies, Peacock, & Spratt,
2000; Enright & Spratt, 1998; Homan et al., 2002; Lane et al., 1985; Marchesi et al.,
1998). This modiﬁcation also has shortcomings. Since some bacteria have more
than one 16s rRNA genes (Coenye & Vandamme, 2003), choice of diﬀerent gene
leads to diﬀerent phylogenetic trees. And it is hard to ﬁnd genes that exist in all
3

organisms under study, especially when the organisms are phylogenetically distant
to one another. On the other hand, composition-based methods circumvent these
problems and get increasingly wide application. A composition-based method
essentially has two parts, the ﬁrst part involves how to extract information from
alphabetical DNA sequence into a numeric feature vector and the the second part
involves how to measure distance between the feature vectors. For feature
extraction, the most popular practice is to use the feature frequency proﬁle (FFP)
vector (Sims, Jun, Wu, & Kim, 2009) whose elements are the relative occurrence
frequencies of words (successive letters ) of a ﬁxed length in the sequence. The FFP
vector has a high dimension and its dimension increases exponentially as the word
length increases. For example, for the most used word length in phylogenetic tree
construction, the dimension of FFP vector is at least 128 and can be as large as
about 109 (Sims, Jun, Wu, & Kim, 2009).
In Chapter 2, we propose a new feature extraction method, Trinucleotide Usage
Proﬁle (TUP), which contains the relative occurrence frequencies of 64 codons and
their counterparts in the second and the third reading frames. TUP’s dimension is
only 3*64 and thus can be quickly calculated. In addition, we further reduce the
dimension by using a single row of TUP matrix. The phylogenetic trees based TUP
are all in agreement with literatures and some of them outperforms FFP-3 tree. We
also proposed an straightforward method for comparing two phylogenetic trees.

4

1.2.2

Gene Sequence Classiﬁcation: Simulating Metagenomic Data
Binning

A metagenomic dataset is a mixture of short and fragmented DNA sequences (reads
or contigs) of organisms in an environment sample. By analyzing those
reads/contigs, researchers try to answer questions of: What organisms there are,
how many of them are in the sample, and how they interact with each other. Binning
is a key step in metagenomic data analysis, in which reads/contigs from the same
taxon are classiﬁed together and the phylogenetic origin of each cluster is predicted.
Various binning methods have been developed. In general, they can be divided
into similarity-based methods and composition-based methods. Similarity -based
methods align two DNA sequences side by side and compare the nucleotide at each
position. Similarity-based methods usually use a reference database of known
organisms’ genome sequences for searching each read/contig in it. A read/contig is
assigned to the taxon in the reference database which has the most similar sequence
as the read/contig. The similarity-based methods will generally achieve higher
accuracy than composition-based methods but at the same time they also have
several limits. One limit of similarity-based methods is the large amount of time
consumed for searching and aligning a read/contig. The long sequence of a contig,
the large size of the reference database, and the tens of thousands of contigs in a
typical metagenomic dataset make the binning time unfeasibly long for a practice.
Another limit of the similarity-based methods is their inability to be used without a
reference database. On the other hand, composition-based methods don’t compare

5

two DNA sequences directly. Instead, they extract the features of a DNA sequence
into a numeric vector and then apply some classiﬁcation methods on those vectors
to divide them into groups. Compared to similarity-based methods,
composition-based methods have much less computational load and can be applied
with or without reference databases and therefore is used more and more widely.
The most popular way of extracting DNA sequence feature is the l-mer method,
which counts the occurrence frequencies of words of length l in a DNA sequence.
The most often used l values are 3, 4 and 5 (Abe, Sugawara, Kanaya, & Ikemura,
2006; Diaz, Krause, Goesmann, Niehaus, & Nattkemper, 2009; Wang, Leung, Yiu,
& Chin, 2012). For those l values, according to our preliminary study, it still costs a
long time (although much less time compared to similarity-based methods) to
extract DNA features. There is still room for speed improvement. Most
composition-based methods use k-mean as their classiﬁcation method. The k-mean
classiﬁcation method not only involves an iterative optimization process but also
requires subjective determination of model parameters. Therefore, a better method
which has faster classiﬁcation speed and is more objective needs to be used to
replace k-mean as the classiﬁcation method of a composition-based binning method.
In Chapter 3, we introduce a new feature extraction method, TSSR, which
consists of the relative occurrence frequencies of 3 stop codons and their
counterparts in the second and third reading frames. The dimension of TSSR is
only 9 and can be calculated very quickly. We also apply a novel classiﬁcation
method, probabilistic neural networks (PNN), which classiﬁes much faster than
k-mean and other neural networks using back-propagation learning mechanism, and
6

the subjective determination of its parameter can be circumvented by systematical
search for the optimal value. We combine TSSR and PNN and develop a new
composition-based binning method. We use this new method in our simulated
metagenomic dataset in which each gene is assumed to be a contig. Our study shows
that our new procedure achieves high classiﬁcation accuracy with a fast speed.
In Chapter 4, using the same simulated data, we compare the other two feature
extraction methods, Double-strand TSSR (DTSSR) and 3-mer, with TSSR in terms
of binning accuracy (eﬃcacy) and binning speed (eﬃciency). Our study shows that,
as the two newly proposed feature extraction methods, TSSR and DTSSR can
achieve comparably high accuracies as 3-mer in much shorter time.

7

Chapter 2
Alignment-free Genome Comparison with
Trinucleotide Usage Proﬁle (TUP)

2.1 Introduction
With the great advances of the bioinformatics research, increasingly more and more
DNA and protein sequences are available for many species. The construction of the
phylogenetic tree, based on the whole-genome information, has become one of the
challenging problems in the computational biology. The apparent diﬃculty is how
to utilize the genome-wide DNA information contained in the each species which
has many genes and each gene can have a long DNA sequence. To capture the
essential whole-genome DNA information, many diﬀerent methods have been
proposed. To quantify the closeness between two species, one can consider various
“distance functions” to measure the closeness between two DNA sequences. We
review some popular methods next.
8

Traditional popular methods were based on the classical sequence alignment
methodology. See, for example, Needleman and Wunsch (1970) and Smith and
Waterman (1981). Once two sequences are aligned, scores of similairity/dissimilarity
are assigned to each pair and the summed score on all pairs is treated as the
alignment score of the two sequences. The alignment with the highest score is
outputted as the ﬁnal aligning result. The evolutionary distance measure between
two organisms is the similarity/dissimilarity of their proteinic or genomic/genic
sequences. In general, such alignment-based methods have a huge computational
cost and they are infeasible for entire proteomic/genomic sequence comparison. One
common practice is using some selected gene(s) to represent the whole genome
information. In addition to the huge computational cost, there is no general
agreement about choice of one or multiple representative genes. Most importantly,
it can be hard to ﬁnd common genes in all organisms under study, especially when
the organisms are “phylogenetically distant” from one another.
To overcome the general diﬃculty of the alignment-based methods, various
alignment-free methods for phylogenetic tree construction have been proposed in the
literature. The word-based method is very popular which is counting the frequency
of the “word” of a speciﬁc length in the whole genome DNA sequence. See, for
example, Blaisdell (1986, 1989), Hao and Qi (2004), Sims, Jun, Wu, and Kim
(2009), and Wu, Jun, Sims, and Ki (2009). Most of the research was focused on two
directions: (1) choice of an “optimal word size” (Jun, Sims, Wu, & Kim, 2010; Sims,
Jun, Wu, & Kim, 2009; Wu, Huang, & Li, 2005; Wu, Jun, Sims, & Kim, 2009)
and/or (2) choice of “proper” distance measures on the word frequency distribution
9

(Blaisdell, 1986 & 1989; Edgar, 2004; Wu, Burke, & Davison, 1997; Van Helden,
2004). As pointed out in Sims, Jun, Wu, and Kim (2009), some of these methods
were “variation” of the known techniques for comparing two text strings, also known
as Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA). LSA is a popular technique in natural language
processing to analyze the similarity/dis-similarity between a set of documents. See
Deerwester, Dumais, Furnas, Landauer, and Harshman (1990). Speciﬁcally, Sims,
Jun, Wu, and Kim (2009) considered the frequency information for all of the
possible features (k-mers) of a given length k, which is then assembled into a feature
frequency proﬁle (FFP). They proposed to estimate the “optimal” length or
resolution of the features by using the delimiter-stripped from some popular English
books. They then used “Jensen-Shannon Divergence” measure as a “distance”
between two FFPs. There are several obvious problems with this approach: (1) The
“optimal length” could be dependent on the character strings considered and there
is a wide range of possible length, say between 6 to 15. (2) The obtained “optimal
length” has little, if any, biological support. (3) For a large optimal word size, the
vector size of the corresponding FFP can grow exponentially large.
For a DNA sequence, the most natural (and biologically sensible) word length is
3 but it is clearly outside the “optimal range” (6–15) for the word length found in
Sims, Jun, Wu, and Kim (2009). The phylogenetic tree drawn (see the result of our
study later) based on FFP of length three, denoted as FFP-3, failed to yield a tree
which is consistent with other known species classiﬁcations. Therefore, the FFP-3
(or any other length) for a DNA sequence may fail to retain its essential information
about the “higher order (dimensional) structure” between successive nucleotides.
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Keeping the word length as 3, we propose a simple modiﬁcation on the counting of
word frequency for trinucleotides (word of 3 nucleotides). The basic idea is to record
the separate information from three reading frames. Strictly speaking, the word
“codon” is generally restricted to the description of the trinucleotides on the ﬁrst
reading frame. In this dissertation, we will use the term ‘translation-triplet”, or
simply TT, to denote either the codon in the ﬁrst reading frame, or the
trinucleotide in the second and third reading frames. Speciﬁcally, the proposed
summary statistics contains a matrix of three vectors of size 64 = 43 each: the ﬁrst
vector is the frequency distribution of the codons (of length 3, non-overlapping)
corresponding to the ﬁrst reading frame, the second and third vector are
constructed similarly from the corresponding second and third reading frames.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2.2, we describe the
data under study, data source and its format. In total, there are 56 species included
in this study. Each species has various number of genes and each gene has a large
variation in their gene length. In Section 2.3, we discuss the general framework for
alignment-free tree construction methods. The key step is to ﬁnd a good summary
measure function to retain the vital information associated with each species. We
formally present our proposed summary measure as discussed above. We show in
our study later that this summary matrix for three reading frames can retain key
information even with additional data reduction (we call it vector-extracting
function) from the information matrix. We also propose a simple and heuristic
numerical measure to make a formal comparison method among various trees.
While several methods have been proposed by researchers, see Nielsen, Kristensen,
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Mailund and Pedersen (2011), Robinson and Foulds (1981), and Sokal and Rohlf
(1962), they are not as intuitive and often computationally consuming. In Section
2.4, various vector-extracting functions have been shown to yield consistent
phylogenetic construction whereas the the popular FFP-3 vector does not yield a
tree which is consistent with other known species classiﬁcations. Using the trees
constructed, we show the usefulness of our proposed distance measure between two
trees.

2.2 Data description and basic statistics
2.2.1

Collection of species under study

In this chapter, we select a broad range of bacteria from several well-studied clones
of eight diﬀerent genera from three distinct subphyla of the Proteobacteria. To
prevent bias due to variations of individual genome, multiple genomes from diﬀerent
strains of a species were selected. The genera Orientia (1 species), Rickettsia (9
species/strains), and Wolbachia (2 strains) are members of a monophyletic class
(Hanage, Fraser, & Spratt, 2005). These bacteria were used to represent the
α-Proteobacteria subphylum. The 5 species/strains from the monophyletic genus
Neisseriae (Escobar-Paramo, Giudicelli, Parsot, & Denamur, 2003) were used to
represent the β-Proteobacteria subphylum. The monophyletic family of Escherichia
(22 species/strains), Shigella (4 species), Salmonella (4 strains) and a separate
monophyletic genus of Yersinia (9 species/stains) were selected to represent the γ-
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Proteobacteria. It should be noted that the Escherichia and Shigella are now
considered as the same genus (Ochman, Elwyn, & Moran, 1999). Escherichia and
Salmonella are diverse from each other about 150 million years ago (Yarza et al.,
2010). Most experts agree that the β- and γ-Proteobacteria are closer related to each
other than the α-Proteobacteria (Knapp, 1988). In total, 56 species are selected.

2.2.2

Data sources and basic statistics

The FASTA.ﬀn ﬁles of 56 bacterial genomes were downloaded from the
Comprehensive Microbial Research website (http://cmr.tigr.org). Each data ﬁle is
in FASTA format and it contains the coding sequences for mRNAs in the genome,
excluding the regulatory sequences and the sequences for tRNA and rRNA. Each
data ﬁle has a various number of segments (or genes), depending on the genome
size. In this chapter, we use “segment” and “gene” interchangeably because each
segment represents the coding sequence for a gene. A segment has two parts in its
structure. The ﬁrst part is a text paragraph describing the information about the
gene such as name, location in chromosome etc. The second part is a letter sequence
of “A”, “T”, “C”, and “G” which is the nucleotide sequence in DNA strand. The
following example is a gene segment from E coli K12 DH10B:
>gi|169887498|gb|CP000948.1|:5234-5530 Escherichia coli str. K12 substr.
DH10B, complete genome
GTGAAAAAGATGCAATCTATCGTACTCGCACTTTCCCTGGTTCTGGTCGCTCCCATGGCAGCACAGGCTG
CGGAAATTACGTTAGTCCCGTCAGTAAAATTACAGATAGGCGATCGTGATAATCGTGGCTATTACTGGGA
TGGAGGTCACTGGCGCGACCACGGCTGGTGGAAACAACATTATGAATGGCGAGGCAATCGCTGGCACCTA
CACGGACCGCCGCCACCGCCGCGCCACCATAAGAAAGCTCCTCATGATCATCACGGCGGTCATGGTCCAG
GCAAACATCACCGCTAA
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One can extract the nucleotide sequence form the data ﬁle using a downloadable
R package “seqinr” with its function “read.fasta()”. We perform additional
post-processing procedures on the nucleotide sequence as described next.
The genetic code of 64 codons, represented by three consecutive nucleotides, is
reduced to 20 distinct amino acids which are the functional building blocks of
proteins. Some small percentage (less than one percent) of nucleotide sequences
extracted from the data was excluded because we only count “real genes”.
Speciﬁcally, a segment is excluded from our calculation if it falls in any one of the
following 4 categories:
1. The length is not a multiple of 3, since a codon has three nucleotides and a
gene’s coding sequence has an integer number of codons.
2. The sequence does not start with “ATG”, “TTG”, “CTG”, or “GTG”.
Research found that, besides “ATG”, some bacteria use “TTG”, “CTG”, or
“GTG” as their starting codons. See, O’Donnell and Janssen (2001).
3. The sequence does not end with “TAA”, “TAG”, or “TGA”.
4. The sequence failed to have exactly one of “TAA”, “TAG”, and “TGA” in the
ﬁrst reading frame, because in the ﬁrst reading frame of a gene’s coding
sequence there should be one stop codon.

Bacterial species gene count and gene length summary (minimum, average, and
maximum) are listed in Table 2.1.
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Table 2.1: Species gene count, and lengths of gene minimum, average, and maximum.
Strain
Escherichia_coli_O15_7_H7_VT2Sakai
Escherichia_coli_0127_H6_E2348_69
Escherichia_coli_536
Escherichia_coli_55989
Escherichia_coli_BL21_DE3
Escherichia_coli_BW2952
Escherichia_coli_B_REL606
Escherichia_coli_C_ATCC_8739
Escherichia_coli_E24377A
Escherichia_coli_ED1a
Escherichia_coli_IAI1
Escherichia_coli_IAI39
Escherichia_coli_K_12_substr_DH10B
Escherichia_coli_K_12_substr_MG1655
Escherichia_coli_K_12_substr_W3110
Escherichia_coli_O157_H7_EC4115
Escherichia_coli_S88
Escherichia_coli_SE11
Escherichia_coli_SMS_3_5
Escherichia_coli_UMN026
Escherichia_coli_UTI89
Escherichia_fergusonii_ATCC_35469
Neisseria_gonorrhoeae_FA_1090
Neisseria_meningitidis_053442
Neisseria_meningitidis_FAM18
Neisseria_meningitidis_MC58
Neisseria_meningitidis_Z2491
Orientia_tsutsugamushi_Boryong
Rickettsia_conorii_Malish_7
Rickettsia_prowazekii_Madrid_E
Rickettsia_akari_Hartford
Rickettsia_bellii_OSU_85-389
Rickettsia_bellii_RML369-C
Rickettsia_felis_URRWXCal2
Rickettsia_rickettsii_Iowa
Rickettsia_rickettsii_Sheila_Smith
Rickettsia_typhi_wilmington
Salmonella_enterica_serovar_Typhi_CT18
Salmonella_typhimurium_LT2_SGSC1412
Salmonella_enterica_Choleraesuis
Salmonella_enterica_Paratypi_ATCC_9150
Shigella_boydii_Sb227
Shigella_dysenteriae
Shigella_ﬂexneri_2a_301
Shigella_sonnei_Ss046
Wolbachia_pipientis_wMel
Wolbachia_pipientis_wBm
Yersinia_enterocolitica_8081
Yersinia_pestis_Angola
Yersinia_pestis_Antiqua
Yersinia_pestis_biovar_Medievalis_91001
Yersinia_pestis_CO92
Yersinia_pestis_KIM_10
Yersinia_pestis_Pestoides_F
Yersinia_pseudotuberculosis_IP32953
Yersinia_pseudotuberculosis_IP_31758
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Gene #
5361
4703
4685
4919
4319
4084
4209
4200
4755
5123
4443
4892
4200
4321
4337
5315
4847
4679
4743
4907
5066
4319
2002
2020
1975
2063
1993
2179
1374
834
1259
1476
1429
1400
1384
1345
838
4395
4451
4445
4093
4142
4277
4436
4224
1271
805
4060
3837
4167
3895
4008
4090
3850
3974
4124

Min
45
45
66
45
36
45
45
75
90
45
45
45
45
45
45
93
45
45
75
45
66
45
111
93
87
69
93
30
126
126
63
78
123
123
54
63
75
42
45
66
66
45
45
42
45
93
129
84
114
69
63
45
45
87
45
48

Mean
903.5
929.7
934.7
929.4
937.5
954.8
953.7
974.7
907.1
900.6
942.0
931.1
945.6
946.5
950.7
873.0
924.0
929.2
935.4
942.9
911.3
954.2
845.4
853.9
916.5
871.9
900.1
796.1
746.4
1006.9
741.9
831.9
907.8
889.4
701.7
713.4
1002.1
910.1
947.6
898.3
924.8
880.2
789.9
912.4
919.9
857.0
899.4
962.1
902.1
949.0
962.3
973.0
937.8
962.9
998.5
952.2

Max
15876
9672
9729
9492
7104
7077
7152
6342
6891
9492
6444
9492
7104
7077
8622
7863
9492
5421
8802
20778
9789
21669
5934
5364
6090
8112
6048
6900
6066
7023
5682
4752
5946
9369
5622
6750
6996
10875
16680
16680
13683
4962
4767
5673
4962
8532
8520
9486
9492
11118
11133
11118
11133
13971
16872
14862

2.3

Tree construction using Trinucleotide Usage Proﬁle
(TUP)

2.3.1

General framework for alignment-free tree construction

We let S i denote the i-th strain in the study and we use the notation S i ∼ S j to
denote that they are closely related to each other. To measure the closeness of two
strains S i and S j , we ﬁrst ﬁnd a summary function f () to produce a general
summary measure for each strain S i :

Mi = f (S i )

and then we ﬁnd a distance function d() satisfying the following condition:

S i ∼ S j ⇔ d(Mi , M j ) ≈ 0.

That is, if two strains (S i and S j ) are closely related to each other, then their
summary measures (Mi = f (S i ) and M j = f (S j )) are expected be close to each other
as well.
The success (or failure) of the tree construction depends heavily on choosing an
appropriate summary function, f (), to represent and characterize the long
whole-genome DNA sequence of the corresponding species. Generally speaking,
there is a trade-oﬀ between the “compactness” and “completeness” of the chosen
summary function. Clearly, the most “complete statistics” is the whole-genome
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DNA sequence itself but it is too big to be practical for a meaningful genome-wide
comparison between two species. On the other hand, choosing a simple summary
function may fail to retain the vital information for a proper comparison or tree
construction. We will consider some possible summary functions later.
If the summary measure Mi is a vector, then we can choose d() to be any popular
distance functions. There are two common ways to deﬁne the distance between two
vectors, say x = (x1 , x2 , · · · , xn ) and y = (y1 , y2 , · · · , yn ): the usual Euclid distance
v
t
d(x, y) =

n
∑
(xi − yi )2
i=1

or the city block distance (Manhattan distance)

d(x, y) =

n
∑

|xi − yi |.

i=1

According to our experience, there is not much diﬀerence between the two choices of
distance measure. In this study, we choose the city block distance (Manhattan
distance).
There is a slight complication for phylogenetic tree construction in our proposed
method because our proposed summary measure Mi is a matrix, not a vector. There
is no standard way to deﬁne distance between two matrices. One possible solution is
to extract rows and/or columns from the summary matrix and convert them into a
vector. Given two summary matrices, Mi and M j , we can approximate the distance
between them as d(v(Mi ), v(M j )). Here the vector extracting function v() produces a
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vector by extracting rows and/or columns from the summary matrix. Several
reasonable choices of the vector extracting function v() will be discussed later.
For a proper choice of summary function f (), vector extracting function v(), and
distance function d(), we would expect

S i ∼ S j ⇔ d(v(Mi ), v(M j )) ≈ 0.

That is, if two strains (S i and S j ) are closely related to each other, then their
“vectorized summary measures” v(Mi ) and v(M j ) should also be close.
Once these functions have been chosen, we can then apply some hierarchical
clustering softwares with the complete linkage. An open source software “Cluster
3.0” developed by Michael Eisen from Stanford University was used to generate the
clustering results. In addition, we use GNU GPL v2 software “Java TreeView
1.1.6r2” by Alok Saldanha to display the hierarchical dendrograms. Both programs
can be downloaded at
http://bonsai.hgc.jp/~mdehoon/software/cluster/software.htm.

In the following, we ﬁrst discuss the proposed choice of the summary function
f () and then we consider various choices of the vector extracting function v().

2.3.2

Proposed Trinucleotide Usage Proﬁle (TUP)

Given a gene with a sequence of nucleotides (of “A”, “C”, “G”, “T”), there are
several reasonable ways to summarize the nucleotide sequence. For example, we can
group the sequence in a triplet (non-overlapping) and then count the 64 triplets
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distribution. Another popular summary measure is to count the frequency of 64
triplets for the successive overlapping triplets. This is a special case of counting the
t-tuple (with t = 3) as Sims, Jun, Wu, and Kim (2009), and it is commonly referred
as FFP-t vector. However, for t = 3 (natural codon length), the FFP-3 vector may
fail to retain the vital information about the whole DNA sequence as evidenced by
its poor tree construction (to be presented later). As mentioned in Sims, Jun, Wu,
and Kim (2009), the recommended word length size t in FFP-t is in the range of 6
to 15, depending on the sequence under study.
In this study, we propose a simple but essential modiﬁcation on the FFP-3 to
create a summary matrix of 3 rows and 64 columns. For each strain, we propose to
ﬁnd distributions of 64 TTs in each of the three reading frames and create the
matrix of 3x64 as described next.
For each gene in Table 2.1, we count the frequency for 64 TTs (non-overlapping)
in each of its 3 reading frames. Therefore, we have a genic 3x64 TT count matrix
with the 3 rows for the 3 reading frames and the 64 columns for the 64 TTs. We
also calculate a weight of the gene and multiply it on each row of the 3x64 TT
count matrix. How to calculate a gene’s weight will be discussed later in detail. A
genomic (genome-wide) weighted TT count matrix is simply the sum of all its
weighted genic TT count matrices. Let cig denote the the unweighted genic TT
count matrix of the gth gene in the ith genome and Gi denote the number of genes in
ith genome, g = 1, 2, · · · ,Gi , i = 1, 2, 3, · · · , 56. And let wig as the weight of gth gene in
the ith genome. Summing over all weighted genes, we have Ci =

∑Gi

g=1 wig cig

as the ith

genome’s weighted TT count matrix. For convenience we will just refer to Ci as the
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TT count matrix in later parts. The frequency count matrix Ci for the strain S i is
known not to be a good summary measure to compare the similarity between two
strains. This is because the simple gene duplication alone can change greatly its
total frequency count but not its distribution (relative frequency). Therefore, it
makes sense to consider only its distribution for the 64 TTs in each of its 3 reading
frames.
For strain S i , we scale its count matrix Ci , by dividing its total count over each
row. Mathematically, we denote such normalized matrix (of size 3x64) as Mi = ||Ci ||.
As to be explained next, total count T i over ﬁrst row is simply one more than the
total count over second row or third row. In practice, it is a a very large number
and we can normalize the matrix by dividing each element in the matrix Mi by the
same value T i :
Mi = Ci /T i .
When we count TTs in the second and third reading frame of a segment, we omitted
the nucleotides that can not be in “TRIPLET” due to frame shift. For an
illustration, we take the previously mentioned gene (E coli K12 DH10B) as an
example. In the ﬁrst reading frame, all nucleotides can be in triplet and the triplets
are “GTG”, “AAA”, “AAG”, · · · , “TAA”. However, when we shift the frame one
nucleotide to the right, we get the second reading frame and in this frame, the triplet
starts with “TGA” and ends with “GCT”. So the ﬁrst nucleotide “G” and the last
two nucleotides “AA” can not be in triplet. These 3 nucleotides are excluded from
the calculation. Similarly, in the third reading frame, the ﬁrst two nucleotides “GT”
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and the last nucleotide “A” are omitted. Therefore, the total TT counts in the ﬁrst
reading frame is one more than those for the second and the third reading frame.
For the remainder of this chapter, we refer the summary matrix Mi as TUP
(Trinucleotide Usage Proﬁle) matrix.
It is interesting to observe the special pattern of “omitted” nucleotides when
compared to the ﬁrst reading frame. In the second reading frame, it has nucleotides
“AA”, “AG”, or “GA” omitted at the end of a gene, and has nucleotide “A”, “T”,
“C”, or “G” omitted at the beginning of a gene. Similarly, the third reading frame
has nucleotide “A” or “G” omitted at the end of a gene and has nucleotides “AT”,
“TT”, “CT”, or “GT” omitted at the beginning of a gene. Strictly speaking, we
should try to re-capture this partial information by some common statistical
methods such as data imputation or EM-algorithm. Since the gene length is usually
very large, it may be unnecessary with only a minimal “loss” of information.

The Weight of Genic TT Count Matrix
There are diﬀerent ways to calculate wig , the weight of genic TT count matrix. The
simplest one is to use 1 as the weight for each gene and in this case the genic TT
count matrix is simpliﬁed to Ci =

∑Gi

g=1 cig .

However, this way indicates that, all

genes in a genome are of equal importance, and obviously, this is conﬂicting with
biological point of view because diﬀerent genes have diﬀerent contributions to a
genome’s evolution. Therefore, it is more reasonable and more consistent with
biological knowledge that each gene’s weight reﬂect its evolutionary importance.
The Codon Adaptation Index (CAI, for details see Sharp and Li (1987)) is the
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geometric mean of the ratios of all codons in a gene to its most frequently used
synonymous codon. CAI is thought to measure a gene’s adaptation and to reﬂects
the gene’s contribution to its genome’s evolution. In our study we used CAI as the
weight of genic TT count matrix, which let us summarize a gene’s phylogenetic
information more accurately. Note that, other gene metric is also suitable as the
weight for the genic TT count matrix as long as it can reﬂect a gene’s importance in
genome’s evolution.

2.3.3

Examples of vector extracting function.

A strain/bacterium was represented by a TUP matrix of size 3x64 which were the
genome-wide proportions of all the 64 types of TT with corresponding to three
reading frames.
To ﬁnd the distance between two TUP matrices, Mi and M j , we need to choose a
proper vector extracting measure, v() and compute d(v(Mi ), v(M j )). There are several
ways to extract rows and/or columns from the summary matrix. For example,
1. We can extract any of the three rows from the TUP matrix. These vectors
corresponding to the ﬁrst, second, and third RFs were designated as TUP-R1
Vector, TUP-R2 Vector, and TUP-R3 Vector, respectively.
2. We can also extract all of the three rows from the summary matrix and
concatenate them into a vector of 192 elements. Hence, the values of each
element is the proportion of the combined TTs form the three RFs (3x64) of
that bacterium. This vector was designated as TUP-All Vector.
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3. It is also possible to extract the columns from the unweighted TUP matrix
corresponding a speciﬁc amino acid or stop codons. For example, we can
extract the three columns from the summary matrix corresponding to the
three stop codons (“TAA”, “TAG”, and “TGA”) and convert them into a
vector of 9 elements. This approach (TSSR) was used successfully in Xu, Kuo,
Liu, and Wong (2012) for a phylogenetic tree construction and we will show
later the tree constructed based on TSSR using our data. It is interesting to
observe that extracting columns corresponding to other amino acid, in general,
has slightly inferior phylogenetic tree construction than those using stop
codons.
4. When we choose the output vector as the sum of unweighted three rows in the
TUP matrix, it is reduced to the FFP-3 method as in Sims, Jun, Wu, and
Kim (2009). See also Vinga and Almeida (2003). The FFP-3 method counts
the occurrence of each of the 64 TTs by scanning a sequence one nucleotide by
one nucleotide, to form a count vector of length 64. Therefore, its count vector
is mathematically equivalent to the sum of 3 rows of our unweighted 3*64 TT
count matrix. So the FFP-3 method can be viewed as one that chooses a
speciﬁc form of vector extracting function on the TUP matrix. However, the
study (later) showed that the tree formed by FFP-3 method yield the
biologically inconsistent phylogenetic tree.
While choosing a simpler vector extracting function can provide a more compact
statistics, it may not be able to retain or characterize the key information contained
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in the summary matrix (and the original sequence). Consequently, the phylogenetic
tree constructed may not be close to other trees with stronger a biological support.

2.3.4

Measuring “closeness between trees”

When the number of strains under study is large, it could be tedious to “visualize”
the closeness of many various constructed phylogenetic trees. We propose a numeric
measure for the closeness between two trees. Let Mi be the TUP matrix for strain
S i , d() be the distance function, and v() be the vector extracting function for the
( )
construction of the phylogenetic tree. Deﬁne a large vector (of size 56
2 = 1540) of
pairwise distances between any two strains (S i and S j )
[
]
T(v) = d(v(Mi ), v(M j )), 1 ≤ i < j ≤ 56 .

For two diﬀerent vector extracting functions, say v1 () and v2 (), we can compute two
vectors T(v1 ) and T(v2 ). If the resulting phylogenetic trees are similar to each other,
the “distance” (again, in Euclid distance or city block distance) between T(v1 ) and
T(v2 ), d(T(v1 ), T(v2 )), should be small (and vice versa). We will use this proposed
measure to compute distances between the various trees constructed later.
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2.4 Results and Discussion
Several phylogenic trees are constructed using diﬀerent vectors with (1) TUP-R1,
(2) TUP-R2, (3) TUP-R3, (4) TUP-All, and (5)TSSR. Hierarchical correlation (city
block, complete linkage) was used for clustering.

2.4.1

Grouping based on various vector-extracting measures

Five phylogenetic trees constructed using diﬀerent forms of vector extracting
functions are shown in Figures 2.1–2.5.
All ﬁve trees show very consistent and similar patterns with each other. The lab
strain E. coli K12-MG1655 and its clones BL21(DE3), W3110, and K12 (DH10B)
are always grouped together. However, some wild-type strains, such as the
Enterophathogeic strains O127-H6 and the commensal IAI1 strains are also found to
be closely association with these lab-strains. This ﬁnding should not be surprising
as the genes of most escherichial strains were the result of lifestyle adaptations. See
White et al. (2011). Despite genome reduction of these lab-strains, their overall
genomic vectors might still comparable to their wild-type strains. The ﬁve trees are
all in accordance to the current evolution knowledge from the species taxa level.
Before giving additional biological interpretations (later), we ﬁrst explain why that
the phylogenetic signals in the vectors of TUP-R1, TUP-R2, TUP-R3, and
TUP-All, are as strong, despite their great variations in numerical values.
The TUP-R1 vector is the distribution of the 64 non-overlapping codons,
starting at its ﬁrst reading frame of each gene, on the genome-wide DNA sequence.
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Figure 2.1: Phylogenic tree based on the TUP-R1 vector
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Figure 2.2: Phylogenic tree based on the TUP-R2 vector
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Figure 2.3: Phylogenic tree based on the TUP-R3 vector
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Figure 2.4: Phylogenic tree based on TUP-All vector
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Figure 2.5: Phylogenic tree based on TSSR vector
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While TUP-R1 is a reasonable summary statistics for the DNA sequence, it cannot
detect any TT permutation which is a highly unlikely event in the actual species.
Likewise, the vector of TUP-R2 (TUP-R3) is the distribution of the 64 TTs,
skipping only one (two) nucleotide of essentially the same (long) DNA sequence.
Therefore, we expect similar trees drawn using three (quite diﬀerent) vectors. The
TUP-All vector contains a more complete information and it can even detect TT
permutation in the whole genome DNA sequence.
It is interesting to note that the trees from TUP-R1, TUP-R2, TUP-R3, and
TUP-All are almost the same as the tree from TSSR. This indicates that the stop
TTs alongs also contains suﬃcient phylogenetic information of the genomes. In
addition, considering the small dimension of TSSR, it can be a promising feature
extraction method in DNA fragment classiﬁcation with both accuracy and speed.
We will address the application of TSSR in gene classiﬁcation in later chapters.

2.4.2

Biological interpretation of the constructed trees

Figure 2.1 shows a bacterial tree constructed by the TUP-R1 vector of the 56
bacteria. This tree correctively organizes the bacteria from the three subphyla
according to their natural histories. Among the γ-Proteobacteria, all the
Escherichia/Shigella species are grouped into one tight clade, which is in perfect
agreement with the current views on these two genera (Ochman, Elwyn, & Moran,
1999). E. fergusonii is the most remote member of this clade. The 4 strains of
Salmonella are grouped into one tight clade; and are closely associated with the
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Escherichia. The correlation between the Escherichia/Shigella group and the
Salmonella group is in line with our current view of their natural classiﬁcation
(Yarza et al., 2010). The 9 species of Yersinia form a tight group with Y.
enterocolitica as the most remote member of this group. This Yersinia clade is
distinctly separated from the Escherichia/Salmonella group).
The 5 species of the Neisseriae are members of the β- Proteobacteria. They form
a distinct branch but are more related to the γ-Proteobacteria. Although N.
gonorrhoeae and N. meningitidis are often diﬃcult to distinguish (Tamura, Ohashi,
Urakami, & Miyanura, 1995), the codons ratios of these two species are clearly
distinguishable.
Within the α-Proteobacteria branch, all the Rickettsia species are grouped
together. The placing of the Orientia as an extended family of the Rickettsia is in
perfect agreement with the literature (Pfarr, Foster, Slatko, Hoerauf, & Eisen,
2007). The placing of the two parasitic Wolbachia near the Rickettsia/Orientia
branch is also in good agreement with the current phylogenetic assignment of this
group of bacteria (Garzon & Wong, 2011; Hanage, Fraser, & Spratt, 2005; Ibrahim,
Goebel, Liesack, Griﬃths, & Stackebrandt, 1993).

2.4.3

FFP-3 method

For the purpose of comparison, we also perform the grouping of bacteria based on
the FFP-3 vector, a special case in Sims, Jun, Wu, and Kim (2009). Figure 2.6 is
the tree formed by FFP-3 vector. It shows that its phylogenetic signals in the
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Table 2.2: Pairwise distance among various trees.

T(vall )
T(v1 )
T(v2 )
T(v3 )

T(v1 ) T(v2 ) T(v3 )
12.08 7.97 11.89
16.17 22.90
14.43

T(vFFP-3 )
108.36
117.82
110.49
96.74

genome are much weaker than the phylogenetic signals in the protein-coding genes.
Although the three subphyla could be distinguished by the nucleotide-triples ratios,
their resolutions in separating bacterial groups are poor. Furthermore, it could not
separate organisms at the lower taxa. For examples, The Shigella strains are less
similar to the Escherichia strains.
Unlike Figures 2.1–2.5, Figure 2.6 has the strain “E fergusonii ATCC 35469”
(marked with a red dot) wrongly clustered within “E coli strains” in the constructed
tree. The cause of the mis-classiﬁcation can be attributed to the vector extracting
function. By combining 3 reading frames together, the FFP-3 method may have lost
some vital information that is necessary for forming a correct phylogenetic tree.

2.4.4

Numeric measure for “closeness between trees”

To evaluate the “closeness” among the trees, we use the current study as an
example. Let vall , v1 , v2 , v3 , vFFP-3 be the vector extracting function corresponding to
TUP-All, TUP-R1, TUP-R3, TUP-R3 and FFP-3 method, respectively. Table 2.2 is
a summary of pairwise distance among various trees constructed.
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Figure 2.6: Phylogenic tree based on FFP method with length 3
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The distances d(T(vall ), T(vi )) (i = 1, 2, 3) are 12.08, 7.97, 11.89 which are much
smaller than the distance d(T(vall ), T(vFFP-3 )) = 108.36. The distances between
T(vFFP-3 ) and other three trees (T(v1 ), T(v2 ), T(v3 )) are 117.82, 110.49, 96.74 which
are also large. This is consistent with our previous observation that Figure 2.6,
constructed using T(vFFP-3 ), is far diﬀerent than other four trees in Figures 2.1–2.4.
Unlike the trees in Figures 2.1-2.4 and Figure 2.6 which use information of all 64
TTs, the tree in Figure 2.5 only uses information of a small part of all TTs. With
the purpose of comparing trees based on all TTs inforamton, we excluded the tree of
TSSR from the above tree distance calculation, although according to our proposed
measure, the tree of TSSR should be close to the trees of TUP-R1, TUP-R2,
TUP-R3, and TUP-All, and be far from the tree of FFP-3.
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Chapter 3
Gene Sequence Classiﬁcation Using
Probabilistic Neural Network

3.1 Background
Microbes are ubiquitous and they play an important role in various processes of life.
Microbes help recycling of the elements by decomposition and transformation, and
also providing essential chemicals, such as ﬁxed nitrogen, vitamins and many
metabolites to support the lives of other organisms. Some of them also cause
diseases to plants and animals. Our understanding of microbes is mainly through
studies of lab-puriﬁed cultures. Studying individual microbes one at a time has
severe limitation for the following reasons:
1. Only a small percentage of microbes from the environment can be puriﬁed and
cultured in the lab (Amann et al., 1990; Amann, Ludwig, & Schleifer, 1995;
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Chen & Pachter, 2005; Eisen, 2007; Hugenholtz, 2002). For example, there are
tens of thousands of unique DNA sequences in one millimeter of seawater but
only a few of these sequences are matched to the DNAs of known microbes
(Sogin et al., 2006).
2. Unlike a pure culture, a microbe in its natural environment must coexists with
other microbes (Jones, Begley, Hill, Gahan, & Marchesi, 2008; Venter et al.,
2004), and the physiology of the microbe in a mixed culture may be diﬀerent
from the physiology of the microbe in pure culture.
3. The physical (such as temperature, pH, and osmotic pressure) and chemical
environments (such as the levels of various nutrients) of microbe in its natural
habitat are often very diﬀerent from those physical and chemical conditions
set in the laboratory. Therefore, the exact biophysical role of microbes in their
natural environment is diﬃcult to estimate.
Recently, with the advance of the next-generation sequencing technology
(Bentley, 2006; Margulies et al., 2005) the cost of sequencing DNA has decreased
greatly. Metagenome is a newly developed method to study a microbial population
without the need to purify individual species from that population. A metagenomic
dataset contains nearly all the genetic information of the microbes in a particular
environmental sample. At present, there are several metagenomic datasets generated
from diﬀerent environments (Costello et al., 2009; Grice et al., 2009; Hamady &
Knight, 2009; Qin et al., 2010; Rusch et al., 2007; Tyson et al., 2004) and for
diﬀerent purposes (Dinsdale et al., 2008a; Dinsdale et al., 2008b; Turnbaugh et al.,
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2006; Turnbaugh et al., 2009; Tringe et al., 2005). For a metagenomic dataset, some
important questions should be asked such as 1), what microbes are there, 2), what
are their relative abundances, and 3), how do they interact with each other in that
particular environment. In most metagenomic projects (Rusch et al., 2007; Tringe et
al., 2005; Tyson et al., 2004; Venter et al., 2004; Woyke et al., 2006), the total DNA
from an environmental sample was extracted, and the DNA are cut randomly into
fragments of various lengths. Each fragment of DNA is sequenced to produce a
read. A metagenomic dataset often consists of a large number of overlapping reads
that cover several times of the sequences of all the genomes of that population.
The typical process of metagenomic data analysis includes the following two
steps.
1. Reads assembly: Original reads of the metagenomic data are short and hence
do not have suﬃcient information. The assembly step links together the
adjoining reads by analyzing the overlapping regions of the reads and
generates a longer DNA sequences, a contig. Obviously, the more overlapping
reads in the metagenomic data, the longer and more accurate contigs can be
generated. At present, however, it is still diﬃcult to assemble all reads in a
metagenomic dataset. For example, more than 99% of reads in Minnesota Soil
metagenomic data cannot be assembled (Tringe & Rubin, 2005).
2. Contigs binning: This process sorted the assembled long DNA fragments into
phylogenetically related groups. It is interesting to note that several binning
methods could bin very short DNA fragments (about 100bp), see Gerlach,
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Junemann, Tille, Goesmann, and Stoye (2009) and Krause et al. (2008), with
relatively high accuracy. These methods could be used to bin short reads
without preassemble into contigs. Binning can be divided into supervised or
unsupervised binning methods, in terms of the need of a reference sequence.
The former method uses the sequences of known genomes in a database as
reference sequences. A contig is assigned to an organism when the sequence of
that contig is best matched to a reference sequence of that organism. For
examples of supervised binning, see Altschul et al. (1997), Diaz, Krause,
Goesmann, Niehaus, and Nattkemper (2009), Gerlach, Junemann, Tille,
Goesmann, and Stoye (2009), Ghosh, Monzoorul, and Mande (2010), Huson,
Auch, Qi, and Schuster (2007), Mohammed et al. (2011), Mohammed, Ghosh,
Singh, and Mande (2011), Monzoorul, Ghosh, Komanduri, and Mande (2009),
Sharma, Kumar, Prakash, and Taylor (2012), and Strous, Kraft, Bisdorf, and
Tegetmeyer (2012).. Supervised binning could directly assign contigs to their
corresponding microbes. However, as stated above, more than 95% of the
microbes are unknown to humankind and therefore the success of supervised
binning environmental contigs to a certain organism is limited by the
availability of known reference sequences. On the other hand, unsupervised
binning compares the sequence of each contig with one another and forms
groups totally based on the sequence features of the contigs themselves. See
Abe et al. (2003), Abe, Sugawara, Kanaya, and Ikemura (2006), Chan, Hsu,
Halgamuge, and Tang (2008), Chan, Hsu, Tang, and Halgamuge (2008),
Kislyuk, Bhatnagar, Dushoﬀ, and Weitz (2009), McHardy, Martin, Tsirigos,
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Hugenholtz, and Rigoutsos (2007), Saeed, Tang, and Halgamuge (2011),
Teeling, Waldmann, Lombardot, Bauer, and Glockner (2004), Wang, Leung,
Yiu, and Chin (2012), Wu and Ye (2011), and Yang et al. (2010) for example.
Although unsupervised binning overcomes the dependence of reference
database and has the potential to discover new species, it generally has lower
accuracy than supervise binning. Additional procedure is often needed to
assign the phylogenetic origin of each unsupervised bins. This additional
procedure of assignment could be bias. For example, when using unsupervised
binning methods, such as self-organizing map (Abe et al., 2003; Chan, Hsu,
Tang, & Halgamuge, 2008) or k-mean (Teeling, Waldmann, Lombardot,
Bauer, & Glockner, 2004; Yang et al., 2010), researchers usually need to
choose model parameters subjectively and this may impair the credibility of
their research results.
In terms of the mechanism of binning process, metagenomic binning can be
divided into similarity-based and composition-based binning. Similarity-base
binning compares two DNA sequences by aligning them side-by-side and compares
each nucleotide position by each nucleotide position. In brief, a subjectively
predetermined similarity score is given to each combination of nucleotide pair and
the similarity score for an alignment is the sum of scores for all nucleotide pairs in
that alignment, and the result is the alignment with the highest similarity score.
When being binned, a contig’s sequence is aligned with all possible sequences in the
reference database and sequences in the database with similarity scores higher than
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some threshold are marked as hit points. The contig is binned according to those
hit points. Most similarity-based methods are using BLAST or modiﬁcations of it
to do alignment. See Altschul et al. (1997), Gerlach, Junemann, Tille, Goesmann,
and Stoye (2009), Ghosh, Monzoorul, and Mande (2010), Huson, Auch, Qi, and
Schuster (2007), Mohammed, Ghosh, Singh, and Mande (2011), and Monzoorul,
Ghosh, Komanduri, and Mande (2009) for example. Binning based on similarity can
usually achieve a higher accuracy than composition-based one but at the same time
also has a higher computational load in terms of memory and time. When the
searching database is large (an example is the genbank database which has
157943793171 base pairs in 171123749 DNA sequences (Genbank Release Note, Feb
15, 2014).), similarity-based binning may cost several years on a personal computer
(AMD Athlon II X2 245 processor, 8GB RAM). In addition, similarity-based
binning cannot be used in an unsupervised manner. Without reference, due to the
partial overlapping eﬀect, boundaries between bins are blurred and two contigs in
one bin are very possible to be phylogenetically far from each other. Furthermore,
the high accuracy of similarity-based binning is not consistent. For instance,
similarity-based binning achieved 90% accuracy in a simulated metagenomic dataset
(Monzoorul, Ghosh, Komanduri, & Mande, 2009) whereas only 12% of fragments
can be binned using BLAST in the metagenomic data of four coral atolls in the
northern line islands (Dinsdale et al., 2008a).
On the other hand, composition-based binning has much less computational
load, can be applied in both supervised and unsupervised manner, and can achieve
comparable accuracy as the similarity-based one. A composition-based binning
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method has two parts. The ﬁrst part deals with how the phylogenetic
information/features from a DNA sequence is extracted, usually into a numeric
vector. And the second part deals with how these information vectors are classiﬁed.
As aforementioned, the phylogenetic information or features of a DNA sequence
may be extracted into a numeric vector or matrix. For the purpose of phylogenetic
classiﬁcation, a feature must be relatively constant for DNA fragments from the
same genome and be suﬃciently varied for DNA fragments from genomes of
diﬀerent taxa. The l-mer frequency vector (l stands for an integer number), also
termed as feature frequency proﬁle (FFP) (Sims, Jun, Wu, & Kim, 2009) or
composition vector (CV) (Qi, Luo, & Hao, 2004), turns out to be a good feature for
binning and becomes the mainstream practice. Firstly, relatively constant
intra-genome distribution of l-mer has been found in many species, see Abe et al.
(2003), Bohlin, Skjerve, and Ussery (2008), Deschavanne, Giron, Vilain, Fagot, and
Fertil (1999), Goldman (1993), Karlin and Mrazek (1997), Pride, Meinersmann,
Wassenaar, and Blaser (2003), and Teeling, Meyerdierks, Bauer, Amann, and
Glockner (2004). Secondly, varied inter-genome distribution of l-mer has also been
found among many species, see Abe et al. (2003), Deschavanne, Giron, Vilain,
Fagot, and Fertil (1999), Dick et al. (2009), Gentles and Karlin (2001), Goldman
(1993), Karlin (1998), Karlin, Burge, and Campbell (1992), Karlin and Ladunga
(1994), Karlin, Mrazek, and Campbell (1997), Pride, Meinersmann, Wassenaar, and
Blaser (2003), and Rubin (2000). Because a DNA sequence is a series of letters
consisting of “A”, “C”, “G”, and “T”, the l-mer counts the occurrence frequencies of
words (successive letters) of length l in a DNA sequence. For example, if l= 3 then
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there are totally 43 = 64 diﬀerent words of length 3 and the 3-mer frequency vector
for a DNA sequence has 64 elements with each element being the occurrence
frequency for one particular word (the actual length of 3-mer vector is shorter than
64 by discarding some redundant information). Using the l-mer frequency vector,
many researches have been done for diﬀerent l values. For example, Chan, Hsu,
Tang, and Halgamuge (2008), Kislyuk, Bhatnagar, Dushoﬀ, and Weitz (2009), and
Pati, Heath, Kyrpides, and Ivanova (2011) use l= 2; Abe, Sugawara, Kanaya, and
Ikemura (2006), Chan, Hsu, Tang, and Halgamuge (2008), Kislyuk, Bhatnagar,
Dushoﬀ, and Weitz (2009), and Pati, Heath, Kyrpides, and Ivanova (2011) use l= 3;
Abe, Sugawara, Kanaya, and Ikemura (2006), Chan, Hsu, Tang, and Halgamuge
(2008), Diaz, Krause, Goesmann, Niehaus, Nattkemper (2009), Kislyuk, Bhatnagar,
Dushoﬀ, and Weitz (2009), Mohammed et al. (2011), Pati, Heath, Kyrpides, and
Ivanova (2011), Saeed, Tang, and Halgamuge (2011), Strous, Kraft, Bisdorf, and
Tegetmeyer (2012), Teeling, Waldmann, Lombardot, Bauer, and Glockner (2004),
Wang, Leung, Yiu, and Chin (2012), Yang et al. (2010a), and Yang et al. (2010b)
use l= 4; Chan, Hsu, Tang, and Halgamuge (2008), Diaz, Krause, Goesmann,
Niehaus, and Nattkemper (2009), Kislyuk, Bhatnagar, Dushoﬀ, and Weitz (2009),
McHardy, Martin, Tsirigos, Hugenholtz, and Rigoutsos (2007), Mohammed et al.
(2011), and Wang, Leung, Yiu, and Chin (2012) use l= 5,and McHardy, Martin,
Tsirigos, Hugenholtz, and Rigoutsos (2007), Nalbantoglu, Way, Hinrichs, and
Sayood (2011), Wang, Leung, Yiu, and Chin (2012), and Wu and Ye (2011) use
even larger l values. Although using l-mer frequency can achieve satisfactory
binning accuracy, there are limits in this method. Firstly, there is no universally
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optimal l value and people often need to search for it for diﬀerent data, e.g. Sims,
Jun, Wu, and Kim (2009). Secondly, as l increases, the dimension of the frequency
vector grows exponentially. For an extreme example, Wang, Leung, Yiu, and Chin
(2012) uses l = 22, leading to a frequency vector of dimension about 244 . Both of the
above-mentioned limits in turn lead to great increases in computational load.
According to our preliminary study, it costs a personal computer (AMD Athlon II
processor) 2-3 days to calculate the 3-mer frequency vector for all 2597 genes of
Deinococcus deserti VCD115 and about one week to calculate the 4-mer (the most
widely used l-mer) frequency vector for them. So the amount of time needed only
for l-mer frequency vector calculation will be insuﬀerable for a typical metagenomic
dataset, which usually contains tens of thousands of contigs. In addition to the
calculation of l-mer frequency vector, many composition-based binning methods do
not use the l-mer frequency vector directly. Instead, the frequency vector is reﬁned
by subtracting the random noise or expected frequency, which is usually calculated
from the simulated genomes by GC radio, Markov model, etc. For example of these
methods, see Diaz, Krause, Goesmann, Niehaus, and Nattkemper (2009), Teeling,
Waldmann, Lombardot, Bauer, and Glockner (2004), and Yang et al. (2010b). This
noise-canceling step not only adds even more to the binning time, but also may lose
some important phylogenetic information.
The second part of a composition-based binning method is about classifying the
numeric feature vectors, each of which represents a contig, into diﬀerent
phylogenetic groups. Various classiﬁcation methods have been proposed. For
example, Self-Organizing Map (SOM) is ﬁrst applied by Abe et al. (2003) in
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unsupervised binning of 2-, 3-, and 4-mer frequency vectors of prokaryotic and
eukaryoticgenomes. Chan, Hsu, Tang, and Halgamuge (2008) and Chan, Hsu,
Halgamuge, and Tang (2008) used its modiﬁed version, Growing-SOM and Seeded
Growing-SOM on binning of l-mer frequency vectors. The most widely used
classiﬁcation method is k-mean, which is applied in many binning programs such as
TETRA (Teeling, Waldmann, Lombardot, Bauer, & Glockner, 2004), MetaCluster
(Wang, Leung, Yiu, & Chin, 2012; Yang et al., 2010b), and INDUS (Mohammed et
al., 2011). Both SOM and k-mean involve iterative optimization process and require
relative long classiﬁcation time. Another important binning program is Phylopythia
which uses the Support Vector Machine to classify 5− and 6−mer frequency vectors
(McHardy, Martin, Tsirigos, Hugenholtz, & Rigoutsos, 2007). The kernelized
nearest neighbor clustering method is used in TACOA (Diaz, Krause, Goesmann,
Niehaus, & Nattkemper, 2009) and achieved about 80% accuracy in a simulated
metagenomic dataset. Another thought for classiﬁcation is to assume contigs
(represented by feature vectors) from the same taxon to be an sample from an
identical normal or Poisson distribution and the whole metagenomic dataset is an
sample from mixed normal or Poisson distributions. The classiﬁcation process is
essentially to ﬁnd the parameters of those mixed distributions by using EM
algorithm or Markov Chain Monte Carlo. For example of these methods, see
Kislyuk, Bhatnagar, Dushoﬀ, and Weitz (2009), Nalbantoglu, Way, Hinrichs, and
Sayood (2011), Saeed, Tang, and Halgamuge (2011), and Wu and Ye (2011).
Artiﬁcial Neural Network is a popular tool for classiﬁcation. Depending on
whether they learn from an outside source, artiﬁcial neural networks fall into two
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types: supervised and unsupervised neural networks. Supervised models of neural
networks need to learn through a set of training data with known origins and form
statistics to capture the features of each group. A query data point is classiﬁed by
comparing the features of the query data point and each group. Supervised neural
network models have various learning mechanisms among which the
back-propagation learning is the most popular one. Under this learning rule, the
neural networks initially classify the training data based on randomly assigned
model parameters. The classiﬁcation errors are measured, and small modiﬁcations
are made to the model parameters in proportion to the error levels, but in the
direction of reducing the errors. The learning process is recycled till the overall error
level is lower than some threshold, or each training data point is classiﬁed into the
correct category. The back-propagation learning requires large computational time
because of the following three reasons:
1. It does classiﬁcations and updates model parameters for each training cycle,
both of which require some amount of computational time.
2. The neural networks can only learn the training data in serial mode (train one
data point by one data point), which leads to large training time especially
when the training sample size is large.
3. It usually needs thousands of training cycles to make a model well trained.
In addition to the above mentioned drawbacks, back-propagation learning is
usually applied in multi-layer neural networks, in which the optimal number of
layers is determined either by researchers’ experience, or by computational search.
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In the former case, the determination of the number of layers is not only subjective
since diﬀerent researchers may use diﬀerent numbers of layers, but also data
dependent because diﬀerent data may need diﬀerent numbers of layers. In the latter
case, search for the optimal number of layers will just cost much more computational
time. Unlike multilayer neural networks that use back-propagation learning,
Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN) estimates the probability density for each
group during the learning stage and assigns a query data point to the group with
the largest probability. Compared to back-propagation learning neural networks,
PNN can be trained in much less time and the mathematical model of PNN has its
own stucture and is not inﬂuenced by researchers’ experience or data. Therefore
PNN can provide a more objective classiﬁcation result. In our study, we use PNN as
the gene classiﬁcation method which will be described in detail in later part.
We here consider the Translational Stop Signal Ratio (TSSR) as the feature
extraction method, which has much higher computational eﬃciency in terms of
memory and time than l-mer frequency vector, retains the original information from
a DNA fragment, and has never been used in gene classiﬁcation. In combination of
TSSR and PNN, we perform metagenomic binning on a simulated dataset.
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3.2 Gene Data Under Study
3.2.1

Metagenomic Data

We simulate a set of metagenomic data consisting of 10 bacterial genomes from 8
diﬀerent phyla. FFN ﬁles of the 10 bacteria genomes are downloaded from genbank
ftp site (ftp://ftp.ncbi.nih.gov/genbank/). The phylogenetic names of species and
their corresponding phyla are listed in the Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Taxonomic Origin of Genome Data
Species
Bacteroides fragilis 638R
Chlamydia trachomatis strain L2/434/Bu
Chloroﬂexus aurantiacus J-10-ﬂ
Clostridium beijerinckii NCIMB 8052
Deinococcus deserti VCD115
Escherichia coli str. K-12 substr. MG1655
Frankia sp. CcI3
Salmonella enterica subsp. enterica serovar
Typhimurium str. LT2
Shigella boydii CDC 3083-94
Spirochaeta africana DSM 8902

Phylum
Bacteroidetes/Chlorobi group
Chlamydiae/Verrucomicrobia group
Chloroﬂexi
Firmicutes
Deinococcus-Thermus
Proteobacteria
Actinobacteria
Proteobacteria
Proteobacteria
Spirochaetes

In our dataset, we included three bacterial strains, Escherichia coli str. K-12
substr. MG1655, Salmonella enterica subsp. enterica serovar Typhimurium str. LT2
and Shigella boydii CDC 3083-94, which are in the same phylogenetic phylum
(Proteobacteria) and are evolutionarily very close to one another. In the binning
process, these three bacteria strain are assumed to be in a single category, enterica.
So there are totally eight categories in our dataset and each category and the
genome(s) it contains are listed in Table 3.2. The number of genes in each category
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Table 3.2: Genome(s), Gene Numbers and Simple Statistics of Gene Length for 8
Categories
Category
Bacteroides
Chlamydia
Chloroﬂexus
Clostridium
Deinococcus
Enterica

Frankia
Spirochaeta

Genome(s)
Bacteroides fragilis 638R
Chlamydia trachomatis strain
L2/434/Bu
Chloroﬂexus aurantiacus J-10-ﬂ
Clostridium beijerinckii NCIMB
8052
Deinococcus deserti VCD115
Escherichia coli str. K-12 substr. MG1655, Salmonella enterica subsp. enterica serovar Typhimurium str. LT2, Shigella
boydii CDC 3083-94
Frankia sp. CcI3
Spirochaeta africana DSM 8902

Gene# Min
4307 93
878
138

Mean
1104
1058

Max
6147
5361

3853
5020

1098
949

16518
12105

2596 78
12878 45

944
913

10536
16680

4499
2782

1026
1104

13821
17250

111
114

99
96

and some simple statistics about genes’ length for each category are also listed.
As we can see from Table 3.2, there is a large variation among the eight
categories for their gene counts (ranging from 878 to 12878) and the length of the
gene (ranging from 45 to 17250). As mentioned previously, we assume that the
DNA sequence for a randomly selected gene is totally available for the purpose of
classiﬁcation. We should note that in a real metagenomic study, only a partial DNA
sequence (contig) for a gene may be available and its length is typically in the range
of 1000bp (or more). With constantly improving technology, it is possible to
assemble contigs so that it can be approaching the ideal assumption that the gene
sequence is available for classiﬁcation. The main goal of this study is to predict the
origin of a randomly selected gene DNA sequence by using some feature extraction
function and classiﬁcation method. For the remaining of this dissertation, we will
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use the following words interchangeably: gene vs. contig and binning vs. gene
classiﬁcation.
We will describe some general procedures for binning (gene classiﬁcation) next.

3.2.2

Metagenomic Binning

As aforementioned, metagenomic data contains a large number of contigs with each
contig having its own but unknown phylogenetic origin. The purpose of binning is
to predict the phylogenetic origin of each contig. If the sampled contig DNA
sequence is “complete” and “exact”, then the most straightforward way is to search
the reference database (if available) for the exact sequence as the contig in the
database. In practice, however, the original sequence of the sampled contig is mostly
incomplete (around 1000bp in length) and it may contain some minor “coding
error” (either by mutation or error transcription). Therefore, such a simple and
direct database search is usually infeasible. To overcome this, we can use a suitable
feature extraction function to extract the phylogenetic information of each contig
into a “feature vector”, we can then use some classiﬁcation method and a reference
database to classify the feature vectors (each representing a contig).
The main purpose of this chapter is to study the eﬀectiveness of our proposed
feature extracting function for a (long) DNA sequence and some classiﬁcation
procedure based on the chosen feature extracting function. Several common feature
extracting functions will be discussed and used for our evaluation study in later
chapter.
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At the ﬁrst glance, there are similarity between the study of phylogenetic tree
construction and gene classiﬁcation (binning) because both of them used some
similar feature extracting function and some popular classiﬁcation procedures.
There are some important diﬀerences to be discussed next.

3.2.3

Metagenomic Binning vs. Phylogenetic Tree Construction

There is a major diﬀerence between metagenomic binning and phylogenetic tree
construction. For metagenomic binning, the feature extraction function is applied to
a contig or a single gene in the whole class of genome. On the other hand, for
phylogenetic tree construction, the feature extraction function is applied to the
whole genome. For metagenomic binning, we hope the feature extracted is relatively
homogenous among contigs from the same genome and suﬃciently varied among
contigs from diﬀerent category of genomes. We use the extracted feature as a
guidance to assign a contig to a particular taxon. In short, metagenomic binning is
on gene level whereas phylogenetic tree construction is on genome level. The study
objectives are also diﬀerent. In meatgenomic binning, the purpose of classiﬁcation is
to assign a contig into one of several groups with distinct categories, whereas the
purpose of clustering in phylogenetic tree construction is to show the relative
position or distance of one genome to all other genomes.
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3.3 Key Components for General Metagenomic Binning
In this study, we assume that a randomly selected gene, g, is taken from the the
study population. Based on its DNA sequence (for the simplicity sake, we still refer
it as g), we would like to (correctly) classify g to its true origin among a number of
possible categories. Since the gene length is usually long and it can have a large
variation, it is common to ﬁnd a “suitable” feature extracting function, say f (), to
summarize the key “‘vital” information, say, X = f (g) (usually a much shorter
vector), about the the gene DNA sequence. We then apply some popular
classiﬁcation procedures based on the featured vector X. Clearly, the eﬀectiveness of
the classiﬁcation procedure depends heavily on three factors: (1) choice of feature
extracting function, f (), (2) choice of classiﬁcation procedures, and (3) choice of the
study population. Clearly, if the categories of the study population are “genetically
close” to each other, none of the classiﬁcation procedures can be expected to have
excellent performances. In the metagenomic binning procedure for “real-world”
application, however, the number/type of possible categories is unknown and it is
beyond our control. To evaluate the eﬀectiveness of the other two factors (feature
extraction function and classiﬁcation procedure), we chose the study population as
described in the previous section.
Next, we ﬁrst describe the general desirable property of a “suitable” feature
extraction function and then we mention some speciﬁc choices.
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3.3.1

Feature Extraction Function

There are several choices of the feature extraction function f (.) for the original
sequence of the whole contig, g. An ideal choice of f () would extract the “vital” and
“unique” information for all genes in the same category. For genes from diﬀerent
categories, we hope that the corresponding information is quite “far apart” whereas
for genes from the same category, we hope the information is “close”.
To describe the previous statement in more precise term, we use some
mathematical notations. Let g1 and g2 be two randomly selected genes from the
study population consisting of of several categories, say C1 , · · · ,C J and g1 ∈ Ci and
g2 ∈ C j . If Ci = C j , then their corresponding vital information, X1 = f (g1 ) and
X2 = f (g2 ) should be close (under a proper distance measure) to each other. On the
other hand, if Ci , C j , then their corresponding vital information, X1 = f (g1 ) and
X2 = f (g2 ) should be “far apart” from each other.
We will describe two reasonable choices of the feature extraction functions f ()
next.

Translational Stop Signal Ratio (TSSR) vector
It has been found (Wong et al., 2008) that diﬀerent bacterial species tend to use
diﬀerent proportions of the translational stop signals: TAA, TAG and TGA,
showing the natural selection force on these stop signals and indicating that the
relative usage proportion of these signals may carry evolutionary information.
Recently, Xu, Kuo, Liu, and Wong (2012) further introduced the concept of the
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Translational Stop Signal Ratio (TSSR) and they showed that the phylogenetic
trees constructed on basis of this ratio are in perfect agreement with literature.
Their work also indicated that this ratio is species-speciﬁc and it can be used as a
species identifer. Following their lead, we name the proﬁle of the relative ratios of
TAA, TAG and TGA in the three reading frames as translational stop signal usage
proﬁle (TSSUP), which, as discussed next, is represented by the TSSR vector.
Speciﬁcally, let cT AAr , cT AGr and cTGAr , r = 1, 2, 3, be the occurrence counts of
trinucleotide TAA, TAG and TGA in the rth reading frame, respectively. Let C be
the translational stop signal count (TSSC) vector of a DNA sequence. Then C is
deﬁned as follows:

C = [cT AA1 , cT AA2 , cT AA3 , cT AG1 , cT AG2 , cT AG3 , cTGA1 , cTGA2 , cTGA3 ] .

We can normalize the TSSC vector C by dividing each element by its total count T
and thus we get the TSSR vector, denoted by X:

X = C/T.

(3.1)

The TSSR vector X is used as the information vector for TSSUP. The count vector
TSSC, C, is not considered to be a good “classiﬁcation” vector because it is greatly
inﬂuenced by the length or size of a DNA sequence. A long and a short DNA
sequences, even from the same genome, may have quite diﬀerent occurrence counts
for stop signals.
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In addition to the concept of TSSR, Xu, Kuo, Liu, and Wong (2012) also showed
that the distribution of all genes’ TSSUP in a genome is relatively homogenous.
This ﬁnding leads to close TSSR vector values among genes and their corresponding
genome, and provides the mathematical foundation for binning a DNA sequence to
a taxon by comparing their TSSR vector values. Therefore, we propose to classify
gene DNA segment into its origin by using its TSSR vector.

The 3-mer Frequency Vector
The 3-mer frequency vector should be calculated on basis of double strands of DNA.
In our work, for the coding strand of each gene of the genomes in Table 3.1, a scan
window of length 3 slides one nucleotide by one nucleotide from the ﬁrst to the third
last nucleotide and the occurrences of each of the 64 3-mers on the coding strand
are counted. Since the other strand is complementary to the coding strand, the
occurrence frequencies of 3-mers on the complementary strand can be calculated
directly from the coding strand. For example, the occurrence frequency of 3-mer
“TGA” on the complementary strand is equal to that of 3-mer “TCA” on the
coding strand. So the occurrence frequency of “TGA” on both strands is equal to
the sum of the occurrence frequencies of “TGA” and “TCA” on the coding strand.
In addition, the occurrence frequency of one 3-mer on both strands is equal to that
of its complementary 3-mer on both strands and we only need 32 elements in a
vector to record occurrence frequencies of all 64 3-mers on both strands. Each
gene’s 3-mer occurrence count vector is then normalized. Similar to TSSR, the
genome-wide homogenous distributions are also found in kmer studies, see Abe et
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al. (2003), Deschavanne, Giron, Vilain, Fagot, and Fertil (1999), Goldman (1993),
Pride, Meinersmann, Wassenaar, and Blaser (2003), and Yang et al. (2010a).
In this chapter, we only present the classiﬁcation performance using TSSR as the
feature extraction function. Classiﬁcation results of 3-mer and another feature
extraction function will be reported in Chapter 4 and compared with those of TSSR.

3.3.2

Classiﬁcation Method

To classify the a gene with a feature extraction vector, say X, it is common to
consider some popular methodology, called neural network techniques. Typically, a
neural network consists of multilayer of neurons and it use back-propagation
learning mechanism to “train” with some training data. Depending on the training
data, number layers, number of neurons and learning mechanism used, the
performance (in terms of accuracy and eﬃciency) can vary greatly. In this study, we
consider Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN), considered in Parzen (1962), which
has few layers of nodes, a simple training process, and no feedback. Therefore, it is
more eﬃcient than most other complicated neural networks. The eﬃciency of PNN
is resulting from two features of its learning mechanism: (1) PNN does not really
“learn” through each training data point; it just store each training data point in
memory and the computation only happens when it predicts the category of a query
data point, and there is no computation in training process. (2) PNN can be
executed via parallel processes: many training data points can be used as input and
stored simultaneously, as long as the computational memory permits. In addition,
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PNN uses a method combining Bayesian classiﬁcation and kernel density estimation
technique to classify a particular data point. We describe PNN in detail next.

PNN and Bayesian Classiﬁcation Strategy
PNN uses a probability-based strategy for pattern classiﬁcation in which it assigns a
data point to the most probable category that has the highest posterior probability
to be the origin of the data point. This strategy minimizes the “expected risk”
(Specht, 1990) and is a kind of “Bayes Strategy” (Mood & Graybill, 1962).
Employing this strategy, PNN combines categories’ prior probabilities and the
likelihoods calculated from the training data to form a decision boundary that
asymptotically approaches the Bayesian optimal decision surface (Specht, 1990).
For illustration, consider an example of assigning a data point into one of two
categories. The data point X is assigned to category A if

θA LA (X|A) > θB LB (X|B),

and to category B if
θA LA (X|A) < θB LB (X|B),
where θA and θB are the prior probabilities of category A and B, respectively;
LA (X|A) and LB (X|B) are the training-data based likelihoods that X belongs to
category A and category B, respectively. This procedure can be easily expanded to
cases with more categories, in which a data point is classiﬁed into the category with
the largest posterior probability.
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The prior probabilities of categories are usually known or assumed to be equal to
one another. The prior probabilities reﬂect the relative abundance of categories in a
metagenome. In this binning study, we use equal prior probabilities for all
categories since no prior information is known about the abundance of a particular
taxon in metagenomic data. In practice, the abundance of species can be estimated
by the abundance of phylogenetic marker genes such as 16s rRNA, recA, or rpoB. In
addition to the prior probabilities, the probability density functions for categories
are required for calculating the likelihoods. We need to estimate the probability
density functions using the training sample. This is a standard technique for density
estimation.

Probability Density Estimation
Parzen (1962) proved the following estimator pts (x) is consistent for the probability
density function (PDF), p(x), of a scalar random variable x where the PDF is
continuous:

ts
∑

pts (x) =

i=1

ω(

x − xi
)
σ

(t s )σ

(3.2)

where ω(y) is a weighting function, σ is a “smooth” parameter, and xi , i = 1, 2, · · · , t s
are independent random variables from the same distribution as x where their
distribution function (CDF) is absolutely continuous. We use t s here instead of n,
just to mean training size, the size of the training data of PNN. The weighting
function ω(y) must satisfy several “regular conditions” as speciﬁed in Parzen (1962)
so that pts (x) is consistent for the PDF f (x). This means that we need the training
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size, t s , to be large enough, for pts (x) to be reasonably close to its PDF p(x). Both
“optimal” σ and the training sizet s need to be estimated.

Multivariate Probability Density Estimation
Since our data is multi-dimensional, we need a generalization for the density
estimation technique. Parzen’s estimator in (3.2) was extended to the multivariate
case by Cacoullos (1966), who showed the multivariate extension of the estimator
when the multivariate kernel is a product of univariate kernels. Particularly, if the
kernel is Gaussian, the multivariate estimator is given by:
ts
∑

[

(X − Xi )t (X − Xi )
pts (X) = √
exp
−2σ2
( 2πσ) p (t s ) i=1
1

]
(3.3)

where X, Xi , i = 1, 2, · · · , t s , are independent multivariate random variables of
dimension p from the same distribution, σ is a smoothing parameter to be
determined. If X is a TSSR vector, p = 9. Equation (3.3) is used in our PNN model
to calculated the likelihood that an input TSSR vectors belongs to a particular
category, where X is the input TSSR vector and Xi , i = 1, 2, · · · , t s , are training data
points for a category.
The “optimal” values for model parameters t s and σ will be determined by some
extensive empirical evaluation and they will be reported later.
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Structure of Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN)
Let N be the total number of classes to be considered in the study population. If we
consider each category as its own class, then number of categories (J) is the same as
the number of classes (N). This is usually termed as the direct binning method. If
we choose one category against its “complement categories”, then N = 2. This is
usually termed as the sequential (binary) binning method. For the jth class, C j , we
randomly choose a training sample of t s with values, say, X1 , X2 , · · · , Xts , so that they
are used to approximate its pdf as in (3.3) for pts (X) which will be denoted as P j (X)
for j = 1, 2, · · · , N. For each selected gene (g) to be classiﬁed, we ﬁrst compute the
information vector, X = f (g) and then compute the corresponding values of P j (X)
for j = 1, 2, · · · , N. The ﬁnal classiﬁcation rule is based on the Bayes rule as described
previously.
For illustration, the structure of PNN classiﬁcation procedure for N classes is
displayed in Figure 3.1.
In Figure 3.1, an input X (a scalar value or a vector) is a data point to be
classiﬁed; the PNN has N process units, P j (X), j = 1, 2, · · · , N, that classify an input
into one of N categories; each process unit has the access to the input X and gives
an output, which is equal to the posterior probability that the input belongs to the
corresponding category; and the decision unit D compares the outputs from the N
process units and assigns the input X to the category with the highest posterior
probability as in the output unit O.
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Figure 3.1: Structure of PNN for N Classes

3.4 Implementation and Performance Evaluation
3.4.1

Direct Binning and Sequential Binning

There are two common strategies for the classiﬁcation with multiple categories (the
number of categories J > 2). One can classify all categories directly in a single
step/stage, or one can classify them one by one through multiple stages. We term
the ﬁrst strategy as direct binning and the second strategy as sequential binning or
stepwise binning. Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3 are simple illustration of the direct
binning and sequential binning on four categories (A,B,C,D), respectively.
Each stage of sequential binning is essentially classifying the data into two
categories. The sequential binning has superiority over the direct binning with
regard to accuracy. As an example for illustration, Figure 3.4 shows a data point z
from category B in direct binning. In such case z will be wrongly classiﬁed into
category C since it has the highest posterior probability. However, the ﬁrst stage in
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sequential binning (Figure 3.5) will classify z into the mixed category AB since this
mixed category has a higher posterior probability than category C. And then in the
second stage (Figure 3.4) z is separated from category A and correctly classiﬁed into
category B. The superior property of sequential binning is also proved by our
preliminary work which showed a signiﬁcant increase in binning accuracy with
aﬀordable cost on computational time. Therefore in this study we use the sequential
binning strategy.
(A,B,C,D)

A

B

C

D

Figure 3.2: Direct Binning Strategy

(A,B,C,D)

A

(B,C,D)

B

(C,D)

C

D

Figure 3.3: Sequential Binning Strategy

The binning order can play an important role in terms of the classiﬁcation
performance. For example, to classify a gene g into four possible categories, say, A,
B, C, or D, we can check A vs. BCD, if it is classiﬁed as BCD, we then check B vs.
CD, · · · as shown on the left side of Figure 3.6. On the other hand, the right side of
Figure 3.6 is depicting the sequential binning of reverse order (D,C,B,A).
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Figure 3.4: Direct Binning: Category A, B and C has the smallest, the second smallest
and the largest posterior probabilities. z is classiﬁed into category C in direct binning
and category B in the second stage of sequential binning.

Figure 3.5: Sequential Binning: The mixed category AB has a higher posterior probability than category C. z is classiﬁed into category AB in the ﬁrst stage of sequential
binning.
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(A,B,C,D)

A

(D,C,B,A)

D

(B,C,D)

B

C

(C,D)

C

(C,B,A)

(B,A)

B

D

A

Figure 3.6: Two diﬀerent order of sequential binning
Let a speciﬁed binning order O = (A1 , A2 , · · · , A J ), where J = 8 for the study
population P = (C1 ,C2 , · · · ,C J ). That is, A j = Cπ( j) , for j = 1, 2, · · · , J with a speciﬁed
permutation π(). Hence, A1 is the category to be classiﬁed in the ﬁrst stage, A2 is
the category in the second stage, and so on. In other word, the speciﬁc category
order in O is a permutation of the category order listed in Table 3.2. To bin J
categories in O, we need a total of J − 1 stages. Let

M j−1 = (A j , A j+1 , · · · A J )

which is the metagenomic dataset at the beginning of the jth stage, j = 1, 2, · · · , J − 1.
Speciﬁcally, the whole study population (in a speciﬁc order) is

M0 = (A1 , A2 , · · · A J ).

The sequential binning procedure is given as follows.
1. Let j = 1 initially.
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2. At the beginning of j-th stage, divide M j−1 into two parts: A j and its
“complement ordered set” M j , which is a mixture of all genes of
(A j+1 , A j+2 , · · · , A J ). For the given training size, t s , two training samples with t s
number of genes are randomly chosen out from A j and M j .
3. These chosen “training genes” from two classes (A j and M j ) are used to train
the classiﬁcation PNN model. The other remaining unchosen genes left in A j
and M j are combined to form a dataset T ∗j as the test sample.
4. The origins of all genes in in T ∗j are to be predicted using the trained
classiﬁcation models.
5. Update j to j + 1. While j < J, repeat the process starting from (2).
Note that, at end of each stage, say jth stage, all genes from A j are removed from
the study population for the next stage of binning. For real metagenomic data, this
can not be done since one cannot know the true origin of each contig and it cannot
be 100% correctly bin contigs to a particular genome. However, the purpose of our
study is to evaluate the classiﬁcation performance with the extracted feature, TSSR,
along with PNN. Therefore, excluding all genes from the same category after each
stage can simplify our evaluation without impairment of our study goal.

Order of Sequential Binning
In sequential binning, the order that categories are binned may have inﬂuence on
the accuracy of each stage. To investigate this problem, we performed sequential
binning on several kinds of orders:
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1. Random orders: 100 random orders of the 8 categories were generated and
binned.
2. Orders on category sizes: Diﬀerent categories have diﬀerent genome(s) and
hence diﬀerent numbers of genes. This leads to some categories with larger
volumes than some others. We performed sequential binning on increasing and
decreasing orders of category size. The increasing order of the 8 categories’
sizes is: Chlamydia, Deinococcus, Spirochaeta, Chloroﬂexus, Bacteroides,
Frankia, Clostridium and Enterica.
3. Orders on binning accuracy: A preliminary sequential binning was performed
on a random order and the accuracy of each stage was recorded. The 8
categories were re-ordered increasingly and decreasingly according to these
accuracies and then binned again. The increasing order of the 8 categories,
according to the preliminary accuracy values, is: Chlamydia, Enterica,
Deinococcus, Bacteroides, Clostridium, Chloroﬂexus, Spirochaeta and Frankia.

3.4.2

The Smoothing Parameter σ

Choosing a proper value for the smoothing parameter σ is important for the
accuracy of PNN classiﬁcation. A very small σ will cause the estimated PDF to be
less “smooth” with multiple sharp peaks because it would put too much weight on
each training data point. Therefore, an input is classiﬁed into the category having
the nearest training data point and the PNN becomes the nearest neighbor pattern
classiﬁcation, see Cover and Hart (1967). A larger σ value can lead to more
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interpolations in the estimated PDF and as σ in Equation (3.3) approaching ∞, the
estimated PDF approaches that of multivariate normal distribution, regardless how
the training data are really distributed (Specht, 1990). Specht’s study (Specht,
1990) discussed σ as a function of the dimension p of the input X and the number
of categories N but it is diﬃcult to ﬁnd a proper value of σ in general. However, we
can perform a systematic search for the “optimal” value of σ. Speciﬁcally, genic
TSSR vectors from 8 categories were binned sequentially in the alphabetic order of
category names, with the training sample size of 500 and various values of σ. In
alphabetic order, the category to be binned is, from ﬁrst to last, Bacteroides,
Chlamydia, Chloroﬂexus, Clostridium, Deinococcus, Enterica (E coli K-12 MG1655,
Salmonella enterica serovar Typhimurium LT2, and Shigella boydii CDC 3083-94),
Frankia and Spirochaeta. Here, we use the training sample size 500 just for
determination of σ, because according to our previous experience, 500 is a suﬃcient
training sample size for a PNN model to be well trained. As is discussed later, the
training sample size for actual binning are to be determined systematically too. We
create two real number sequences for σ, one from 0.05 to 10 with an increment of
0.05, and the other from 0.01 to 0.1 with an increment of 0.01. Each value in these
two sequences is tested in the above sequential binning, and the value with the
highest accuracy is chosen for our actual binning.
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3.4.3

Training Sample Size

As expected, there is always a tradeoﬀ between binning accuracy and computational
eﬃciency. On one hand, if the training sample size is small, the PNN may not be
well trained to grasp the the key features of categories and leads to a low binning
accuracy. On the other hand, when the training sample size is necessarily huge,
PNN will consume lots of memory and cause decreased eﬃciency. To ﬁnd out the
minimum training sample size that can achieve a satisfactory accuracy, we
systematically search for the “optimal” training sample size for TSSR. Speciﬁcally, a
sequential binning is performed on the alphabetic order of category names, using
diﬀerent training sample sizes. The detailed order is the same as that in systematic
search for σ. The training sample sizes used are from 5 to 500 with an increment of
5.

3.4.4

Measuring Binning Performance

We need to deﬁne a proper performance measure in order to evaluate the goodness
of sequential binning procedure.
Sensitivity, speciﬁcity and accuracy are three metrics that measure the goodness
of two-category binning. After each stage in sequential binning, only the sensitivity
and speciﬁcity were recorded since accuracy can be calculated from them. Let Na be
the total number of genes in the aimed category and Nm be the total number of
genes in the mixed category. Let Ba be the number of correctly binned genes in the
aimed category and Bm be the number of correctly binned genes in the mixed
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category. The above three metrics are calculated by the following formulae:
1. Sensitivity= NBaa which is the probability of correctly classifying to its true class
“a”, given g is from the class “a”.
2. Speciﬁcity= NBmm which is the probability of correctly classifying to its true class
“m”, given g is from the mixed-class “m”.
Ba
Bm
m
3. Accuracy= NBaa +B
+Nm = w Na + (1 − w) Nm with w =

Na
Na +Nm ,

it is the weighted average

of Sensitivity and Speciﬁcity.
Note that there are totally 7 stages in one sequential binning and the last stage
separates the 7th and the 8th categories. Therefore, there are 8 sensitivity values and
7 speciﬁcity values in a sequential binning. Also note the speciﬁcity in the 7th stage
is equal to the sensitivity of the 8th category.

3.4.5

Program and Code

The function read.fasta in R package seqinr was used for extraction of genome
sequences in FFN ﬁles. All other computations were performed using R built-in
functions and our customized R codes which can be obtained on request.
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3.5 Results
3.5.1

The Optimal σ Value

Accuracy is a measure of overall goodness measure because it is a weighted
combination of sensitivity and speciﬁcity results. Therefore, we evaluate the
“optimal” σ value using accuracy only.
Figure 3.7 shows the accuracy in each stage for diﬀerent σ values. The stage
numbers are also displayed. In the upper part it shows a clear decreasing trend in
accuracy for all stages when σ is increased from 0.05 to about 0.25; when σ is larger
than 0.3, we can see that accuracy reaches a steady state and does not change
much. This indicates that a small value of σ will get a higher accuracy for all
stages. The lower part shows the accuracy when σ is between 0.01 and 0.1. It can
be seen as a magniﬁcation of the boxed area in the upper part. We can see that
when σ is around 0.05 accuracies for stage 1-7 reach the highest points. Therefore
we ﬁxed σ to 0.05 in our later binning processes.
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Figure 3.7: Binning Accuracies in Step 1-6 For Diﬀerent σ Values.

3.5.2

The Optimal Training Sample Size

It is expected that we can obtain a better density estimate with a larger training
sample size (t s ). Our goal is to ﬁnd the minimal value t s needed to achieve a
reasonably good accuracy.
The upper part of Figure 3.8 shows the accuracies for stage 1-7 when diﬀerent
training sample sizes (t s ) are used. We can see that when t s is less than 200,
accuracies for diﬀerent stages show diﬀerent patterns of variation. For example,
there is a valley of accuracy for stage 3 (green) when t s = 10; whereas at the same t s
value the accuracy for stage 5 (azure) reaches a peak. To rule out this discrepancy
between stages, the mean accuracy of the 7 stages was considered for choosing a
proper t s . The lower part of Figure 3.8 shows their relationship. We can see that,
when t s is larger than 100, the mean accuracy almost reaches a steady state.
However, to guarantee suﬃcient training of PNN and considering a larger t s won’t
add much to memory load, we ﬁxed t s to 200 in our later binning processes.
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Figure 3.8: Binning Accuracies in Step 1-6 For Diﬀerent Training Sample Sizes (t s ).

Table 3.3: Statistics of SENmin , SENmean and SENmax
SEN
worst case
mean case
best case

Minimum
0.488
0.819
0.906

Mean
0.767
0.870
0.983

Maximum
0.840
0.906
0.999

SD
0.0663
0.0207
0.0125

Table 3.4: Statistics of SPEmin , SPEmean and SPEmax
SPE
worst case
mean case
best case

3.5.3

Minimum
0.546
0.763
0.893

Mean
0.664
0.811
0.951

Maximum
0.745
0.854
0.999

SD
0.0446
0.0152
0.0316

Randomly Ordered Binning

Sequential binnings were performed on 100 random orders. For each order there are
8 sensitivity values and 7 speciﬁcity values. We term the sensitivity and speciﬁcity
in one order as Sequential Sensitivity (SEN) and Sequential Speciﬁcity (SPE),
respectively. The minimum, the maximum and the mean of the 8 SENs are denoted
by SENmin , SENmax and SENmean , respectively. And the counterparts of the 7 SPEs
are denoted by SPEmin , SPEmax and SPEmean . Our work produced 100 SENmin , 100
SENmax and 100 SENmean . Table 3.3 shows some statistics about them.

Table 3.4

shows the same statistics for SPE counterparts. For SENmin , the overall average
value is 0.767 with the smallest value 0.488 and the largest value 0.840. Considering
the relative small value of the standard deviation compared to the mean, the
minimum for SENmin could be generated on a very special binning order that has
low probability to exist.
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To evaluate the eﬀect of binning orders at diﬀerent stages in terms of their
sensitivity and speciﬁcity, we draw two boxplots for empirical evaluations based on
the 100 randomly ordered sets.
As we can easily see from the plots in Figure 3.9 and Figure 3.10 that both
sensitivity probability and speciﬁcity probability tends to be increasing with stages
where the number of the categories to be classiﬁed is decreasing. The median of the
100 evaluations of the sensitivity probability is around 85% whereas the median of
the 100 evaluations of the speciﬁcity probability is around 75%. It is also interesting
to observe that the variation of the sensitivity probability for 100 evaluations tends
to be increasing as increasing with stages. We do not observe a similar pattern on
the corresponding variation of the speciﬁcity probability for 100 evaluations.
Our method shows great performance in binning 8 categories sequentially. The
overall average sensitivity level can be close to 90% (87.0% for the mean of
SENmean ), which is comparable or higher than other binning methods currently
used. If binning on some particular orders, the average sensitivity can be larger
than 90% (90.6% for the max of SENmean ). On the worst binning order, the average
sensitivity is still larger than 80% (81.9% for the min of SENmean ). This high
average sensitivity level ensures the correct assignment of most DNA segments
(87.0% on average) in metagenomic data into their true taxa of origin. Moreover,
even in the worst-performing stage of sequential binning, on average 76.7% DNA
segments will be assigned to the right categories. In addition, the overall average
speciﬁcity level is greater than 80% (81.1% for the mean of SPEmean ). Even on some
bad binning order, the average speciﬁcity level is greater than 75% (76.3% for the
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min of SPEmean ). The high average speciﬁcity level guarantees that, most DNA
segments (81.1% on average) will not be assigned into a taxon that they don’t
belong to. When in the worst-performing stage, on average about one third (33.6%)
of the DNA segments will be wrongly classiﬁed into a taxon they don’t belong to. In
the best-performing stage, on average 98.3% of segments are binned into their taxa
of origin and 95.1% of segments are not binned into a taxon they don’t belong to.
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Figure 3.9: Boxplot of sensitivity at various stages.
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Figure 3.10: Boxplot of speciﬁcity at various stages.

3.5.4

Categorical Distribution of Extrema

Figure 3.11 shows the occurrence distribution of SENmin and SPEmin of 100 random
orders among the 8 categories. SENmin happens the most often on Spirochaeta.
Sometimes it also happens on Bacteroides and Enterica. It does not happen on
Clostridium. SPEmin happens the most often on Bacteroides. Sometimes it also
happens on Enterica and Deinococcus. It does not happen on Chlamydia or
Clostridium. Note that Clostridium has zero occurrence for both SENmin and
SPEmin .
The same distribution of SENmax and SPEmax is shown in Figure 3.12. For the
100 values of SENmax , the majority of them happen on Clostridium; most of the rest
happens on Chlamydia; and nearly none of them happens on the other six
categories. Compared to SENmax , SPEmax has much more even distribution among
the 8 categories, but still has the highest occurrence in Clostridium. Chlamydia and
Frankia also have quite a share of the total occurrence.
We note that Clostridium has the lowest occurrence rate for the two minima
SENmin and SPEmin , but the highest occurrence rate for the two maxima SENmax
and SPEmax . Some other categories has the opposite performance. For example,
Bacteroides and Spirochaeta have high occurrence for the two minima but very low
occurrence for the two maxima. The reason for this phenomenon may be that, the
genes’ TSSR vectors of Clostridium are closely gathered while those of Bacteroides
and Spirochaeta are widely scattered.
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Figure 3.11: Categorical Distribution of Occurrence of SENmin and SPEmin in 100 Random Orders
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Figure 3.12: Categorical Distribution of Occurrence of SENmax and SPEmax in 100 Random Orders

Table 3.5: Categorical Distribution of Extrema of 4 Special Orders

Sensitivity
Size

Increasing
Decreasing
Increasing
Decreasing

SENmin
Chloroﬂexus
Bacteroides
Spirochaeta
Chloroﬂexus

SPEmin
Chloroﬂexus
Bacteroides
Bacteroides
Chloroﬂexus

SENmax
Clostridium
Clostridium
Clostridium
Chlamydia

SPEmax
Clostridium
Enterica
Frankia
Deinococcus

The extrema occurrence of the four special orders are displayed in Table 3.5.
The most probable categories for the two minima are Chloroﬂexus and Bacteroides.
In accordance with the 100 random orders, the most probable category for the two
maxima is Clostridium. Interestingly, in the order of sensitivity increasing the most
probable category for the two minima is always Chloroﬂexus while in the decreasing
order the most probable category for the two minima becomes Bacteroides. In the
size-decreasing order the most probable category for the two minima is always
Chloroﬂexus.
Although orders don’t play an important role in sequential binning, it is still
interesting to examine the orders that cause extrema to happen. Table 3.6 recorded
the occurrence of the grand extrema in 100 random orders: the order where they
happens, the stage and the corresponding category separated when they happens.
The values of SENmean and SPEmean reﬂect the goodness of an particular order.
Table 3.7 shows the worst and the best orders which have the lowest and the highest
values of SENmean and SPEmean .
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Table 3.6: Categorical Distribution of The Grand Extrema of 100 Random Orders
Binning Order (1-8)
SENmin

SPEmin

SENmax

SPEmax

Bacteroides-Chloroﬂexus-ChlamydiaSpirochaeta-Clostridium-Enterica-FrankiaDeinococcus
Chloroﬂexus-Clostridium-SpirochaetaEnterica-Bacteroides-DeinococcusChlamydia-Frankia
Chlamydia-Deinococcus-ChloroﬂexusEnterica-Spirochaeta-Bacteroides-FrankiaClostridium
Chlamydia-Deinococcus-ChloroﬂexusEnterica-Spirochaeta-Bacteroides-FrankiaClostridium

Step Category
Separated
7
Frankia

6

Deinococcus

8

Clostridium

7

Frankia

Table 3.7: The Worst and The Best Order
Lowest SENmean

Lowest SPEmean

Highest SENmean

Highest SPEmean

Binning Order (1-8)
Chlamydia-Bacteroides-ClostridiumFrankia-Deinococcus-Enterica-ChloroﬂexusSpirochaeta
Bacteroides-Clostridium-SpirochaetaChloroﬂexus-Enterica-ChlamydiaDeinococcus-Frankia
Enterica-Deinococcus-BacteroidesChlamydia-Spirochaeta-ChloroﬂexusClostridium-Frankia
Frankia-Enterica-Deinococcus-ChloroﬂexusSpirochaeta-Chlamydia-BacteroidesClostridium
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Chapter 4
A Comparison Study of Feature Extraction
Functions in Gene Classiﬁcation

4.1 Background
Metagenome is a newly developed method to study a microbial population without
the need to purify individual species from that population. A metagenomic dataset
contains nearly all the genetic information of the microbes in a particular
environmental sample and hence is a mixture of many species’ fragmented DNA
sequence data. For a metagenomic dataset, the following important questions should
be asked: 1), what microbes are there, 2), what are their relative abundances, and
3), how do they interact with each other in that particular environment.
Binning is an important step in metagenomic data analysis. In this step, each
assembled DNA fragment (a contig) in the data is classiﬁed into a speciﬁc taxon
which is thought to be the origin of it. Binning can be separated into supervised or
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unsupervised binning methods, in term of the need of a reference database. A
supervised method uses the sequences of known genomes in a database as reference
sequences. A contig is assigned to an organism in the database when the sequence
of that contig is best matched to a reference sequence of that organism. For
examples of supervised binning, see Altschul et al. (1997), Diaz, Krause, Goesmann,
Niehaus, and Nattkemper (2009), Gerlach, Junemann, Tille, Goesmann, and Stoye
(2009), Ghosh, Monzoorul, and Mande (2010), Huson, Auch, Qi, and Schuster
(2007), Mohammed et al. (2011), Mohammed, Ghosh, Singh, and Mande (2011),
Monzoorul, Ghosh, Komanduri, and Mande (2009), Sharma, Kumar, Prakash, and
Taylor (2012), and Strous, Kraft, Bisdorf, and Tegetmeyer (2012). An unsupervised
method compares the sequence of each contig with one another and forms groups
totally based on the contigs’ own sequence features. See Abe et al. (2003), Abe,
Sugawara, Kanaya, and Ikemura (2006), Chan, Hsu, Halgamuge, and Tang (2008),
Chan, Hsu, Tang, and Halgamuge (2008), Kislyuk, Bhatnagar, Dushoﬀ, and Weitz
(2009), McHardy, Martin, Tsirigos, Hugenholtz, and Rigoutsos (2007), Saeed, Tang,
and Halgamuge (2011), Teeling, Waldmann, Lombardot, Bauer, and Glockner
(2004), Wang, Leung, Yiu, and Chin (2012), Wu and Ye (2011), and Yang et al.
(2010) for example.
In terms of the mechanism of binning process, metagenomic binning can be
divided into similarity-based and composition-based binning. Similarity-based
binning compares two DNA sequences by aligning them side-by-side and compares
each nucleotide position by each nucleotide position. Binning based on similarity
can usually achieve a higher accuracy than composition-based one but at the same
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time also has a higher computational load in terms of memory and time. In
addition, similarity-based binning cannot be used in an unsupervised manner.
Without reference, due to the partial overlapping eﬀect, boundaries between bins
are blurred and two contigs in one bin are very possible to be phylogenetically far
from each other. On the other hand, composition-based binning has much less
computational load, can be applied in both supervised and unsupervised manner,
and can achieve comparable accuracy as the similarity-based one. Such merits of
composition-based binning makes it more and more widely used in metagenomic
researches. A composition-based binning method has two parts: the feature
extraction part and the classiﬁcation part. The ﬁrst part deals with how the
phylogenetic information/features from a DNA sequence is extracted, usually into a
numeric vector of matrix. The second part deals with how the extracted vectors or
matrices are classiﬁed.
The feature extraction part is of vital importance in metagenomic binning. If
the key information is extracted, the contig will be correctly classiﬁed with high
probability. In this chapter, we will discuss the goodness of Feature Extraction
Functions and compare three of them: TSSR, Double-strand TSSR and 3-mer,
using our simulated metagenomic dataset,

4.2 Data Under Study
We will use the same simulated metagenomic data as in Chapter 3 and detailed
information of the dataset can be seen in “Gene Data Under Study” part of Chapter
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3. Speciﬁcally, genes of 10 bacterial genomes from 8 phyla are mixed together and 8
categories are supposed to exist in the simulated metagenomic dataset with each
phylum corresponding to a category. The names of each category and the genomes
it contains can be seen in Table 3.1, and Table 3.2 gives the number of genes and
some simple statistics about gene lengths for each genome.

4.3 Comparing The Goodness of Feature Extraction
Functions
Detailed discussion about feature extraction function itself has been made in
Chapter 3 and here we only discuss the way to compare diﬀerent Feature Extraction
Functions. Generally speaking, the goodness of a Feature Extraction Function lies
in its eﬃcacy, which is reﬂected in binning accuracy, and its eﬃciency, which is
reﬂected in binning speed or time. A Feature Extraction Function with good
eﬃcacy is able to bin the contigs eﬀectively and hence has a high binning accuracy.
The eﬃcacy is greatly inﬂuenced by the “completeness” of the extracted
information, because if more information of the original DNA sequence is retained
in the extracted feature, that DNA fragment is more likely to be classiﬁed into the
taxon of its true origin. The eﬃciency reﬂects how eﬃciently the Feature Extraction
Function summarizes DNA sequence information and how eﬃcient the summarized
feature vectors can be classiﬁed. The total time spent by a Feature Extraction
Function to extract a gene’s information and the extracted feature vector to be
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classiﬁed is a good measure for the binning eﬃciency of the Feature Extraction
Function because an eﬃcient Feature Extraction Function can ﬁnish the binning
procedure in short time. The total binning time of a Feature Extraction Function is
inﬂuenced by the “compactness” of the extracted information because (a) if the
information is more compact, the Feature Extraction Function will need less time to
extract it, and (b) if the information is more compact, the feature vector will have
smaller dimension and hence needs less time to be classiﬁed by a given classiﬁcation
method. Clearly, there is a trade-oﬀ between the “completeness” and “compactness”
of the extracted information, and hence between the eﬃcacy and eﬃciency of a
Feature Extraction Function. On one hand, more complete information of genes can
lead to higher classiﬁcation accuracy but it will cost more time. On the other hand,
less time is needed to extract more compact information and to classify the
corresponding vector, but with less information of a DNA sequence retained, the
sequence has a higher risk to be classiﬁed into a wrong taxon, leading to a lowered
accuracy. An “ideal” Feature Extraction Function should extract all the necessary
phylogenetic information such that a contig can be classiﬁed into its true taxon with
the highest achievable probability in the minimal amount of time. So when two
diﬀerent Feature Extraction Functions are compared, the better one is that costs
less time to achieve the same accuracy, or that achieves higher accuracy using the
same amount of computational time. With regard to the two aspects of
classiﬁcation accuracy and total binning time, in this chapter we evaluate three
Feature Extraction Functions: TSSR, DTSSR, and 3-mer.
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The eﬃcacy of a Feature Extraction Function is greatly inﬂuenced by the intraand inter-category property of the feature vectors extracted by it. This property
reﬂects how “well” the Feature Extraction Function extracts phylogenetic
information from a sequence and has large impact on classiﬁcation accuracy. We
will discuss this property next.

4.3.1

Intra- and Inter-Category Property of Feature Extraction
Function

An ideal Feature Extraction Function should extract the “vital” and “unique”
information of all genes or contigs in the same category, so that genes from the same
category can be classiﬁed together while genes from diﬀerent categories can be
separated apart. For a mathematical illustration, let g1 and g2 be two randomly
selected genes from the study population consisting of J categories C1 ,C2 , · · · ,C J ,
and g1 ∈ C s and g2 ∈ Ct . Let f (.) be an “ideal” Feature Extraction Function. If
C s = Ct , the extracted information X1 = f (g1 ) and X2 = f (g2 ) should be close to each
other. On the other hand, if C s , Ct , then the corresponding extracted information
X1 = f (g1 ) and X2 = f (g2 ) should be “far apart” from each other. In other words, an
“ideal” Feature Extraction Function with its perfect intra-category property, should
eﬀectively group two genes together when they are from the same taxon, and with
its perfect inter-category property, should eﬀectively separate two genes away when
they are from diﬀerent taxa. Obviously, a Feature Extraction Function with good
intra- and inter-category property will achieve a high classiﬁcation accuracy. At
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present no simple method has been developed to quantitatively measure the
“goodness” of the intra- and inter-category property of a Feature Extraction
Function especially when the extracted feature vector is high dimensional. However,
a direct visual inspection into this property is still possible and may provide us
valuable insight into this property. For example, if the feature vector extracted by a
certain Feature Extraction Function is of two dimensions, then we can plot each
gene’s feature vector on a plane such that a gene is represented by a dot on the
plane, and if the Feature Extraction Function has a good intra- and inter-category
property, we can expect to see that dots (genes) from the same category form a
tight cluster and clusters representing diﬀerent categories have distinct boundaries
with one another. Nonetheless, in our study the extracted feature vectors (X) of
TSSR, DTSSR, and 3-mer have a dimension of 9, 9, and 32, respectively, unable to
be plotted on a 2D plane. To overcome this diﬃculty and to visually explore the
intra- and inter-category property of the three Feature Extraction Functions, we
utilized the two major principle components of the extracted feature vectors.
Speciﬁcally, for a given Feature Extraction Function, we randomly chose 50 genes
from each one of the 8 categories and the Feature Extraction Function was applied
on the total 400 genes to extract 400 feature vectors. Principle component analysis
was performed on them and the principle component with the largest variance is
plotted against the one with the second largest variance. We performed the above
procedure with each one of the 3 Feature Extraction Functions and the results will
be shown in later part.
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Note that, the two major principle components of TSSR/DTSSR and 3-mer do
not have the same percentage of their corresponding total variances because we
chose 2 out of 9 components of TSSR/DTSSR but of 32 components of 3-mer.
However, this does not aﬀect much the qualitative visual inspection.

4.4 Feature Extraction Functions Under Study
We studied 3 diﬀerent Feature Extraction Functions, TSSR, double-strand TSSR
(DTSSR) and 3-mer. TSSR has been described in detail in Chapter 3 and here we
will only describe DTSSR and 3-mer.

4.4.1

Double-Strand TSSR (DTSSR) Vector

Unlike TSSR which counts the occurrence frequency of trinucleotide “TAA”,
“TAG”, and “TGA”in 3 reading frames on a gene’s coding strand, DTSSR counts
the occurrence frequency of the same 3 trinucleotides on both coding and
complementary strands. Since there is no such concept as “reading frame” on the
complementary strand, we name the counterparts of the reading frames on the
complementary strand as “imaginary” reading frames. Because the double strands
of DNA are complementary to each other, if there is a “TAA” on the
complementary strand, there must be a “TTA” on the coding strand. Therefore, the
occurrence frequency of “TAA” on the complementary strand is equal to that of
“TTA” on the coding strand. Similarly, the occurrence frequency of “TAG” and
“TGA” on the complementary strand is equal to that of “CTA” and “TCA” on the
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coding strand, respectively. So we can calculate DTSSR vector solely from the
coding strand by counting all the 6 trinucleotides (3 stop TTs and 3 TTs
complementary to them) on it. Note because there is no actual reading frame on the
complementary strand, the “imaginary” reading frame of a counted trinucleotide on
complementary strand is set to be the same as its paired trinucleotide on coding
strand. For example, if a “TAA” on complementary strand has its paired “TTA” in
the ﬁrst reading frame, then this “TAA” is also set to be in the ﬁrst “reading
frame”. We will describe how to calculate DTSSR vector next.
Speciﬁcally, let cT AAr , cT AGr , cTGAr , cT T Ar , cCT Ar , and cTCAr , r = 1, 2, 3, be the
occurrence counts of trinucleotide TAA, TAG, TGA, TTA, CTA, and TCA in the
rth reading frame (on the coding strand), respectively. Note here we use the same
letter C as in Chapter 3 to denote the double-strand translational stop signal count
(DTSSC) vector. Then C is deﬁned as:

C = [cT AA1 + cT T A1 , cT AA2 + cT T A2 , cT AA3 + cT T A3 , cT AG1 + cCT A1 , cT AG2 +

cCT A2 , cT AG3 + cCT A3 , cTGA1 + cTCA1 , cTGA2 + cTCA2 , cTGA3 + cTCA3 ]
The DTSSC vector C is normalized by dividing each element with its total count T
and this normalized vector is the DTSSR vector, denoted by X:

X = C/T.
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Of course, the DTSSR vector can be viewed as applying another vector
extraction function on the TUP matrix. And just like TSSC and TSSR vectors,
DTSSC vector is greatly inﬂuenced by the length of a DNA fragment and we
therefore use DTSSR vector in classiﬁcation in order to rule out this gene length
eﬀect.

4.4.2

The 3-mer Frequency vector

The 3-mer frequency vector contains the occurrence counts of all 64 trinucleotides
on both of the coding and complementary strands of DNA. Because of the same
reason of complementarity of two DNA strands, the 3-mer frequency vector can also
be calculated solely from the coding strand. One diﬀerence between 3-mer
frequency vector and DTSSR vector is that, the 3-mer frequency vector does not
discriminate the 3 reading frames on each strand and the count of a trinucleotide is
the sum of its frequency in all 6 reading frames (3 on coding strand and 3 on
complementary strand). We describe the 3-mer frequency vector in detail next.
Speciﬁcally, let c s , s = 1, 2, · · · , 64 be the occurrence count of the sth trinucleotide
in all 6 reading frames on both strands. Then deﬁne the raw 3-mer count vector
Craw as:
Craw = [c1 , c2 , · · · , c64 ].
Due to the complementary nature of DNA double strands, we can divide the 64
trinucleotides into two groups. Group 1 contains 32 trinucleotides and the group 2
contains their complementary trinucleotides. Without the loss of generality, let
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ct , t = 1, 2, · · · , 32 be the total count of the tth trinucleotide in group 1 and let ct+32 be
the total count of the corresponding complementary trinucleotide in group 2.
Because if there is a trinucleotide on one strand, there must be a complementary
trinucleotide on the other strand, we have ct = ct+32 for all t = 1, 2, · · · , 32. Therefore
the raw 3-mer count vector actually repeats its ﬁrst half in its second one and thus
contains redundant information. We reﬁne the raw 3-mer count vector by deﬁning
the reﬁned 3-mer count vector C as:

C = [c1 , c2 , · · · , c32 ].

Again, to rule out the inﬂuence of DNA fragment length, C is normalized by
dividing each element with its total T and this normalized vector X is the 3-mer
frequency vector we use:
X = C/T.

4.5 Classiﬁcation Method, Binning Strategy and Evaluation
of Binning Performance
The classiﬁcation method, the binning strategy and the evaluation of binning
performance are the same as Chapter 3 and have been described in detail
previously. Speciﬁcally, Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN) is used as the
classiﬁcation method, the 8 categories in the simulated dataset are binned
sequentially in 100 random orders and binning sensitivity and speciﬁcity were
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recorded in each binning stage. Statistics of the minimum, the maximum, the mean,
and the standard deviation is calculated.

4.5.1

The Smoothing Parameter σ

Like TSSR in Chapter 3, the value of the smoothing parameter σ in PNN that leads
to the highest binning accuracy is systematically searched for both DTSSR and
3-mer. And this “optimal” σ value will be used in the sequential binning on 100
random orders. Speciﬁcally, genic DTSSR vectors from 8 categories were binned
sequentially in the alphabetic order of category names, with the training sample size
of 500 and various values of σ. In alphabetic order, the category to be binned is,
from ﬁrst to last, Bacteroides, Chlamydia, Chloroﬂexus, Clostridium, Deinococcus,
Enterica, Frankia and Spirochaeta. Here we use the training sample size 500 just for
determination of σ, because according to our previous experience, 500 is a suﬃcient
training sample size for a PNN model to be well trained. To be consistent, the
actually used training sample size in sequential binning on 100 random orders will
be 200, which is the same as the actual training sample size for TSSR in Chapter 3.
We created two real number sequences for σ of DTSSR, one from 0.05 to 10 with an
increment of 0.05, and the other from 0.01 to 0.1 with an increment of 0.01. Each
value in these two sequences is tested in the alphabetic sequential binning, and the
value with the highest accuracy is chosen for the actual binning. The “optimal” σ
value for 3-mer is determined in the same way as DTSSR.
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4.5.2

Training Sample Size

From Figure 3.8 in Chapter 3, we can see that for TSSR, the binning accuracy is
stabilized around the highest level when the training sample size is greater than or
equal to 100. This means when the training sample size is 100, the PNN model is
already well trained and so the minimal training size of TSSR is 100. Clearly, a
larger minimal training size of a Feature Extraction Function means its being less
eﬀective in capturing the features. One of our preliminary studies showed higher
binning accuracies of DTSSR and 3-mer than TSSR at a given training sample size.
Thus it is reasonable to postulate that DTSSR and 3-mer are more eﬀective in
capturing features than TSSR and hence should have smaller minimal training sizes
than TSSR. Therefore the training sample size of 100 should be also adequate for
DTSSR and 3-mer to achieve the highest stable binning accuracy. However, to
ensure the classiﬁcation model to be well trained, and to be consistent, we used the
training sample size of 200 for all the three Feature Extraction Functions so that the
classiﬁer can be suﬃciently trained under each Feature Extraction Function without
adding too much to computational load.

4.5.3

Program and Code

The function read.fasta in R package seqinr was used for extraction of genome
sequences in FFN ﬁles. All other computations were performed using R built-in
functions and our customized R codes which can be obtained on request.
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4.6 Results
4.6.1

The Optimal σ Values

Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2 show the binning accuracy in each stage under diﬀerent σ
values for DTSSR and 3-mer, respectively. In the upper parts of both ﬁgures, there
is a clear decreasing trend in accuracy for all stages when σ is increased from 0.05
to 10; for DTSSR when σ is larger than 0.3, we can see the accuracy reaches a
steady state and does not change much; for 3-mer the corresponding value is 0.18.
This indicates a smaller sigma value will achieve higher accuracy for both DTSSR
and 3-mer for all stages. The lower parts of both ﬁgures show the binning accuracy
when σ is between 0.01 and 0.1. We can see that, for DTSSR all stages have the
highest accuracies when σ is 0.04, and for 3-mer the corresponding σ value is 0.01.
Therefore, in our later binning processes, we ﬁxed σ to 0.04 for DTSSR and 0.01 for
3-mer. And as in Chapter 3, we ﬁxed σ to 0.05 for TSSR.
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Figure 4.1: Binning Accuracies of DTSSR in Step 1-6 For Diﬀerent σ Values.
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Figure 4.2: Binning Accuracies of 3-mer in Step 1-6 For Diﬀerent σ Values.

4.6.2

Intra- and Inter-Category Properties of TSSR, DTSSR and
3-mer

From Figure 4.3 part (a) and (b) we can see that overall the TSSR vectors from the
same category do not form tighter clusters than DTSSR, vice versa, although
DTSSR vectors from the same category seems to form a little smaller cluster than
TSSR. A typical example is Deinocossus (azure dots), which spread wider in TSSR
than in DTSSR. On the other hand, the 3-mer vectors (part c) cluster much more
tightly than TSSR and DTSSR vectors. However, considering that the two
components of 3-mer constitute a smaller portion of total variance than TSSR and
DTSSR, the tighter clusters do not necessarily mean a better intra-category
property of 3-mer than TSSR or DTSSR.
Figure 4.4 shows the magniﬁed version of Figure 4.3 part (c). Overall, we can see
more distinct boundaries among clusters of 3-mer than those of TSSR and DTSSR.
For example, the 3-mer clusters of Deinococcus (azure) and Frankia (yellow) are
clearly separated while the TSSR and DTSSR clusters of them overlap with each
other to a large degree. In addition, from Figure 4.3, we can not see that TSSR
clusters have more distinct boundaries than DTSSR clusters, nor vise versa. The
observation indicates that 3-mer vectors have better inter-category property than
TSSR and DTSSR, and this property of DTSSR is not much diﬀerent from TSSR.
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Figure 4.3: Intra- and Inter-Category properties of TSSR(a), DTSSR(b) and 3-mer(c):
genes from diﬀerent categories represented by dots of diﬀerent colors.
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Figure 4.4: Intra- and Inter-Category property of 3-mer

In summary, 3-mer has better performance in inter-category property than
TSSR and DTSSR, and DTSSR has slightly better intra-category property than
TSSR. Therefore, 3-mer is expected to achieve higher binning sensitivity/speciﬁcity
than TSSR and DTSSR, and DTSSR is expected to have slightly higher
sensitivity/speciﬁcity than TSSR. And this is conﬁrmed by our study.

4.6.3

Bining Eﬃcacy: Sensitivity and Speciﬁcity

Sequential binning were performed on 100 random orders for each of the three
Feature Extraction Functions. For each order, there are 8 sensitivity values and 7
speciﬁcity values. We term the sensitivity and speciﬁcity in one order as Sequential
Sensitivity (SEN) and Sequential Speciﬁcity (SPE), respectively. The minimum, the
mean and the maximum of the 8 SENs are denoted by S ENmin (or SEN Worst
Case), S ENmean (or SEN Mean Case), and S ENmax (or SEN Best Case),
respectively. And the counterparts of 7 SPEs are denoted by S PEmin (or SPE Worst
Case), S PEmean (or SPE Mean Case), and S PEmax (or SPE Best Case), respectively.
Our work produced 100 S ENmin , 100 S ENmean , and 100 S ENmax . Table 4.1 shows
some statistics about them for each feature extraction function. Table 4.2 shows the
same statistics for SPE counterparts.Table 4.1 shows that, from TSSR to DTSSR
and then to 3-mer, SENs are increasing for the minimum, the mean, and the
maximum values in all the three cases while the standard deviations of SEN values
in the three cases are decreasing except for the worst case in which DTSSR has a
larger standard deviation than TSSR. Interestingly, this pattern (increasing in min,
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mean and max but decreasing in SD) can also be observed for SPE from Table 4.2.
This pattern is in consistence with the postulation we made on basis of the intraand inter-category property of TSSR, DTSSR, and 3-mer. For all the three cases,
the SENs of 3-mer are larger than 90% on average (93.2%, 96.9%, and 99.6% for the
worst, the mean, and the best case, respectively), showing the great binning eﬃcacy
of 3-mer. The three corresponding values of DTSSR are 81.9%, 90.5%, and 98.6%,
respectively. Although lower than 3-mer, in the mean case, on average more than
90% of genes can be classiﬁed into the correct categories and even for the worst
case, on average more than 80% of genes can be classiﬁed correctly. The three
corresponding values of TSSR are 78.7%, 87.3%, and 97.9%, respectively, and are
slightly lower than those of DTSSR, as we expected. The high binning eﬃcacy of
3-mer is also reﬂected in the high average SPE values in three cases. The 3-mer’s
average SPE values in the worst, the mean, and the best cases are 91.4%, 95.8%,
and 99.4%, respectively, all larger than 90%, which means by using 3-mer, more
than 90% of genes are not classiﬁed into incorrect categories. DTSSR also achieves
high average SPE values in all three cases (the corresponding values are 71.6%,
85.3%, and 96.3%, respectively) but they are still lower than 3-mer. And TSSR has
even slightly lower values than DTSSR.
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SEN Mean Case
Min Mean Max S D
0.828 0.873 0.905 0.016
0.862 0.905 0.933 0.016
0.959 0.969 0.979 0.005

SEN Best Case
Min Mean Max S D
0.905 0.979 0.999 0.013
0.941 0.986 1
0.009
0.988 0.996 1
0.003

SPE Worst Case
Min Mean Max S D
TSSR 0.564 0.649 0.749 0.043
DTSSR 0.644 0.716 0.775 0.031
3-mer 0.845 0.914 0.952 0.018
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SPE Mean Case
Min Mean Max S D
0.749 0.806 0.837 0.015
0.823 0.853 0.876 0.01
0.948 0.958 0.97 0.005

SPE Best Case
Min Mean Max S D
0.894 0.946 0.999 0.028
0.909 0.963 1
0.023
0.981 0.994 1
0.004

Table 4.2: Statistics of S PEmin , S PEmean , and S PEmax for TSSR, DTSSR and 3-mer

SEN Worst Case
Min Mean Max S D
TSSR 0.586 0.787 0.838 0.045
DTSSR 0.632 0.819 0.88 0.053
3-mer 0.898 0.932 0.954 0.012

Table 4.1: Statistics of S ENmin , S ENmean , and S ENmax for TSSR, DTSSR and 3-mer

To evaluate the binning performance of the three Feature Extraction Functions
at diﬀerent stages, we draw the boxplots for stage-wise sensitivity and speciﬁcity
values for empirical evaluations. From Figure 4.5, we can see from the ﬁrst stage to
the last stage, there is an increasing trend in the average sensitivity and speciﬁcity
values for both TSSR and DTSSR. This trend is not obvious for 3-mer, because its
sensitivity and speciﬁcity values at the ﬁrst stages are already very high. In
addition, as the stage number increases, the sensitivity values of TSSR and DTSSR
tend to have greater variations while 3-mer has no such tendency. We can also see
that, at the same stage, 3-mer has the highest average sensitivity value and TSSR
has the lowest one, and this is also true for the speciﬁcity values. Another
eye-catching spot is the stable high average sensitivity and speciﬁcity values of
3-mer and the corresponding small stage-wise variations. This means 3-mer binning
is reliably accurate when compared with TSSR and DTSSR.
In summary, our study shows 3-mer has the best binning eﬃcacy, and DTSSR is
less eﬀective than 3-mer but is slightly more eﬀective than TSSR.
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Figure 4.5: Stage-wise Sensitivity and Speciﬁcity Values for TSSR, DTSSR, and 3-mer

Table 4.3: Statistics of Feature Extraction Time of TSSR, DTSSR and 3-mer
Feature Extraction
Function
TSSR
DTSSR
3-mer

4.6.4

Min

Mean

Max

SD

0.002
0.003
0.167

0.0545
0.0885
6.136

1.292
2.204
119.184

0.0505
0.0801
4.6278

Binning Eﬃciency: Feature Extraction Time

Figure 4.6: Mean Genic Feature Extraction Time for TSSR, DTSSR, and 3-mer

As described earlier, all the three Feature Extraction Functions are applied on
each gene in the dataset and the time for extracting the corresponding feature
vectors were recorded. There are totally 36813 genes and we got 36813 feature
extraction time values for each Feature Extraction Function and some statistics
about them are in Table 4.3. We can see that, on average it costs 0.0545, 0.0885,
and 6.136 seconds to extract a gene’s feature vector of TSSR, DTSSR, and 3-mer,
respectively. Compared to 3-mer, TSSR and DTSSR consume much less time to
extract a gene’s feature and TSSR needs even less time than DTSSR. On average,
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the computational time needed to extract a gene’s 3-mer vector is 11.25 times that
to extract the TSSR vector and about 7 times that to extract the DTSSR vector;
and the computational time needed to extract a gene’s DTSSR vector is 1.62 times
that to extract the TSSR vector. So TSSR is the most eﬃcient in extracting a gene
phylogenetic information and DTSSR is slightly slower than TSSR in feature
extraction while 3-mer shows the worst eﬃciency in feature extraction. In addition,
3-mer has much slower speed in feature extraction than TSSR and DTSSR, and its
inferiority in feature extraction eﬃciency can also be seen in Figure 4.6.
To further explore the feature extraction time of the three Feature Extraction
Functions on genes of diﬀerent lengths, we plot their mean genic feature extraction
time against gene length in Figure 4.7. The upper part of the ﬁgure shows the
feature extraction time of the three Feature Extraction Functions and the lower part
magniﬁes the part of TSSR and DTSSR. From this ﬁgure we can see that, the
feature extraction time of the three Feature Extraction Functions has nearly a linear
relationship with the gene length. On average, the rate of change of feature
extraction time of TSSR and DTSSR are much smaller than that of 3-mer. TSSR
and DTSSR show great property with regard to feature extraction eﬃciency in that,
as gene length becomes larger, the absolute computational time for feature
extraction of TSSR and DTSSR does not change much. The feature extraction time
for 3-mer, however, will increase signiﬁcantly as the gene becomes longer. This
property of TSSR and DTSSR can be of great practical importance. When a
metagenomic dataset contains a large portion of long contigs, using 3-mer would
cost an extreme amount of feature extraction time, whereas the feature extraction
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Figure 4.7: Mean Genic Feature Extraction Time for TSSR, DTSSR, and 3-mer on Genes
of Diﬀerent Lengths

time would be much less if using TSSR or DTSSR, and the feature extraction time
would not be much inﬂuenced by the DNA fragment length proﬁle of a metagenomic
dataset. For example, the time of TSSR and DTSSR to extract a gene of 2500bp is
less than 0.25 seconds and the time to extract a gene of 6000bp is still less than 0.5
seconds; on the other hand, the corresponding two time values of 3-mer are 15 and
36 seconds, an 21 seconds increase in a single gene’s feature extraction time.
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The main reason for the low speed of 3-mer in feature extraction lies in its
calculation mechanism. To extract feature of a DNA sequence, both 3-mer and
TSSR/DTSSR need to scan the sequence one nucleotide by one nucleotide from the
ﬁrst nucleotide to the third last one, using a scanning window of 3 nucleotides.
3-mer needs to record each scanned TT, ﬁnd its corresponding count number, which
involves a searching process, and then add 1 to the count number. Unlike 3-mer,
TSSR/DTSSR performs the same procedure only on the three stop TTs and/or
their complimentary TTs, not on every TT. And on average, stop TTs and their
complimentary TTs only constitute a small portion of all TTs in a gene sequence.
Therefore, 3-mer performs the procedure much more times than TSSR/DTSSR and
hence consumes much more time to extract phylogenetic information of a gene.
In summary, we can conclude that TSSR and DTSSR have much higher feature
extraction eﬃciency than 3-mer, and TSSR is even more better than DTSSR in
feature extraction eﬃciency.

4.6.5

Binning Eﬃciency: Classiﬁcation Time

On a speciﬁc binning order, the total classiﬁcation time was recorded and we
divided it by the total gene number to calculate the average classiﬁcation time of a
gene (genic classiﬁcation time). Since each Feature Extraction Function was applied
on 100 random orders, we got 100 genic classiﬁcation time values for a Feature
Extraction Function. Some statistics of them of the three Feature Extraction
Functions are in Table 4.4. We can see that 3-mer has the largest mean genic
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Table 4.4: Statistics of Genic Classiﬁcation Time of TSSR, DTSSR and 3-mer
Feature Extraction
Function
TSSR
DTSSR
3-mer

Min

Mean

Max

SD

0.0137
0.0133
0.0197

0.0189
0.0188
0.0271

0.0234
0.0236
0.0335

0.00278
0.00252
0.00361

classiﬁcation time (0.0271 seconds) while DTSSR has the smallest one (0.0188
seconds) although TSSR’s mean genic classiﬁcation time is only 0.0001 seconds
higher than it. We can also see that the time diﬀerence between TSSR/DTSSR and
3-mer is not so much as the diﬀerence in feature extraction time. The mean genic
classiﬁcation time of 3-mer is only 1.43 and 1.44 times that of DTSSR and TSSR,
respectively. The reason is that, during classiﬁcation a gene is represented by it
feature vector and under a give classiﬁcation function, the classiﬁcation time is only
inﬂuenced by the length or dimension of the feature vector. The feature vector
dimensions of TSSR, DTSSR, and 3-mer are 9, 9, and 32, respectively. TSSR and
DTSSR have the same feature vector dimension and we can see their classiﬁcation
time values are almost the same to each other. The dimension of 4-mer vector is
much larger than those of TSSR and DTSSR and we can also see the classiﬁcation
time of 3-mer is signiﬁcantly larger than that of TSSR and DTSSR.
Also note that, the classiﬁcation time is much less than the feature extraction
time. The ratios of mean genic classiﬁcation time to mean genic feature extraction
time for TSSR, DTSSR, and 3-mer are 0.35, 0.21, and 0.0044, respectively.
Obviously, comparing to the feature extraction time, classiﬁcation time is the minor
factor that inﬂuences the eﬃciency of a Feature Extraction Function.
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Table 4.5: Total Binning Time of TSSR, DTSSR and 3-mer
Feature Extraction Function
Total Time

4.6.6

TSSR
0.0734

DTSSR
0.1073

3-mer
6.1628

Binning Eﬃciency: Total Binning Time

Figure 4.8: Total Genic Binning Time for TSSR, DTSSR, and 3-mer

The total genic binning time of a Feature Extraction Function is the sum of its
mean genic classiﬁcation time and its mean genic feature extraction time. Table 4.5
and Figure 4.8 show the total genic binning time for TSSR, DTSSR, and 3-mer.
The total time of TSSR, DTSSR, and 3-mer is 0.0734, 0.1073, and 6.1628 seconds,
respectively. 3-mer has the far more total binning time than TSSR and DTSSR (84
and 57.4 times that of TSSR and DTSSR, respectively). Although the total binning
time of DTSSR is 1.46 times that of TSSR, the absolute diﬀerence between them
(0.0339 seconds) is small.
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4.6.7

The Goodness of A Feature Extraction Function: A
Comprehensive Evaluation

From Table 4.1 and Table 4.2, We can see that, although 3-mer has the highest
binning accuracy, the binning accuracy values of the three Feature Extraction
Functions do not diﬀer much from one another because TSSR and DTSSR can also
achieve quite high binning accuracies and hence 3-mer is eﬀective than TSSR and
DTSSR in gene binning to a small or moderate degree. DTSSR is more eﬀective
than TSSR, which makes sense since DTSSR is based on both strands of DNA
fragments and so summarizes more information than TSSR does. However, the
binning accuracy of DTSSR is only about 5% higher than TSSR, indicating that the
main phylogenetic information of a gene is on the coding strand.
As far as eﬃciency is concerned, we can see the extremely low eﬃciency of
3-mer, which is resulted from the its low binning speed (mainly the feature
extraction speed). According to our study, with PNN as the classiﬁcation method,
3-mer will achieve about 14% increase in binning accuracy at the cost of about 83
fold more time than TSSR, and about 10% increase in binning accuracy at cost of
about 57 fold more time than DTSSR. In most practice this cost of time for
accuracy is expensive unless high binning accuracy is the main critical concern. As
aforementioned, TSSR and DTSSR are much more eﬃcient than 3-mer and this is
mainly due to their fast speed in feature extraction. And since TSSR only need to
work on a single DNA strand, it is even faster than DTSSR and hence has the
highest binning eﬃciency.
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4.7 Conclusion
We compare the performance of three Feature Extraction Functions, TSSR,
DTSSR, and 3-mer, in binning a simulated metagenomic dataset. Our study shows
all the three Feature Extraction Functions can achieve high binning
sensitivity/speciﬁcity. 3-mer has the best binning eﬃcacy and DTSSR is slightly
better than TSSR, despite the binning sensitivities/speciﬁcities of the three Feature
Extraction Functions are not much diﬀerent from one another. In terms of binning
eﬃciency, TSSR and DTSSR are much more eﬃcient than 3-mer and TSSR is
slightly more eﬃcient than DTSSR.
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